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SUMMARY 

Japan’s imports of tropical wood increased sharply in the 1950’s and 1960’s and reached the peak of 
more than 25 million m3 in 1973. The supplying source was first the Philippines, then it shifted to 
Indonesia, and then to Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak).  In the 1990’s, imports of African wood 
emerged as a substitute for the so-called South Sea wood but did not last long. In 2007, the imported 
volume of South Sea logs was a little more than 1 million m3. The downward trend is anticipated to 
continue except for wood from fast-growing planted forests.  

The largest demand for tropical wood was and still is for plywood manufacturing. Plywood 
manufacturing existed before WWII but it was not until the late 1950’s that production started soaring. 
The Korean War kicked off the production boost and then exports to the US market rapidly increased. 
When the export market was taken over by the plywood industries which quickly developed in Korea 
and Taiwan, the Japanese manufactures changed their focus to the domestic market. Under the high 
economic growth, demand for plywood grew larger year after year and reached 8.6 million m3 in 1973.  
The first and second Oil Shocks in the 1970’s pulled the production down but the plywood industry 
maintained a relatively high level of production until the late 1980’s.  

The producing countries’ policies to control log exports and develop their own wood industries 
emerged in the 1980’s. A log export ban was first implemented by the Philippines then followed by 
Indonesia. The total log export ban by Indonesia shook the Japanese plywood industry. Some 
companies started manufacturing plants in Indonesia, some started plywood imports, some sought 
alternative sources of tropical wood such as Africa, and some started using softwood species. The 
volume of imported plywood started increasing in the late 1980’s and in 1996 it surpassed the 
domestic production. In 2007, the share of imported plywood, which is mostly hardwood plywood 
from Indonesia and Malaysia, was 57% of the total consumption in Japan.  

In the early 1990’s, facing a shrinking supply and future insecurity of tropical wood, the Japanese 
plywood manufactures started the shift from tropical hardwood to softwood. The total domestic 
plywood production volume has been on the decline but the share of softwood plywood rose rapidly. 
In 2007, production of softwood plywood accounted for 79% of the total. The main source of logs for 
plywood production is Russian larch which accounted for 51% of the total log inputs. The share of 
tropical log inputs dropped to only 16% while that of domestic logs rose to 31%. Considering the 
future constraints on log imports from the tropics as well as Russia and on the other hand growing 
resource base of domestic wood primarily of planted Japanese cedar (sugi), use of domestic wood for 
plywood is expected to increase.  

The second largest use of tropical wood is for lumber. At the peak of the high economic growth 
period, nearly 9 million m3 of tropical logs were processed into lumber, which was used for a variety 
of applications from construction to furniture. The log export bans and competition from sawmilling 
industries in the producing countries put many of Japanese sawmills out of business. The number of 
sawmills which processed tropical logs plunged from the peak of 9,000 mills in 1973 – 1974 to 433 in 
2007, whose log intake was 160,000 m3 only. Imports of lumber reached the peak of 2.2 million m3 in 
1989 at the time of the bubble economy but since then started declining. In 2007, the imports were 
450,000 m3 only. Use of tropical lumber as structural materials is very small in quantity today.  It is 
used as non-structural applications such as casing and framing in housing construction, flooring, 
furniture, and exterior applications such as decks and boardwalks.  
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There are a number of factors affecting the use of wood including tropical wood. They include quality 
of housing, environmental concerns, health issues related to VOC emission, and green purchasing 
policies by government and corporations. For those businesses dealing with tropical wood in Japan, 
the two most critical issues are price and stable supply.  
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF WOOD IN JAPAN 

WOOD SUPPLY 

Domestic wood production  
The demand for wood in Japan for construction materials and paper manufacturing increased 
substantially during the high economic growth period from 1955 through 1973. The total demand, 
which was 45 million m3 (log equivalent) in 1955, reached its peak of 117 million m3 in 1973. Since 
then it has stayed around 100 million m3 along with the low economic growth except for the bubble 
economy period of 1985 through 1990. Since 2002 the total demand has been around 80 million m3. 
Supply from domestic sources recorded its peak of 52 million m3 in 1967 then started declining.  The 
self-sufficiency rate went below 50% in 1969 and fell to 20% in 1999, and has continued since 
(Figure 1, Annex Table1).  

Figure1 Demand for wood in Japan (1000 m3, log-equivalent) and self-sufficiency rate 

Source: Forestry Agency 
Note: The right axis for self-sufficiency rate (%) 

The historical background of the above is summed up as follows. After the end of WWII in 1945, a 
huge volume of wood was needed first for reconstruction of the country and then for high economic 
growth. The domestic forests were devastated and overharvested during the war and were not able to 
meet the growing demand. Japan had no choice but to resort to imports. The liberalization of wood 
trade in 1964 spurred imports of wood. 

Total land area of Japan is 37 million ha and forests occupy 25 million ha or roughly 70%.  Of the 
forests 1/3 is nationally owned and 2/3 by the private sector (Table 1).  The size of privately owned 
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forest is very small and approximately 60% of the owners (statistically those who have more than 1 ha 
are counted) have less than 3 ha. Even though the country needed wood in great volume during the 
high economic growth period, domestic forestry was not capable of supplying wood in a stable 
manner. The smallness of privately owned forest was prohibitive of efficient production and cost was 
too high due to steep terrain, rising commodity prices, and high labor and domestic transportation 
costs. Domestic forestry production was not economically competitive against imported wood which 
arrived in huge vessels originating from national and state forests as well as large companies whose 
production costs were substantially lower than Japan’s.   

Table 1: Forest Resources in Japan (as of March 31, 2002)                  Area: million ha,  Growing stock : million m3 

  

  Total single-
aged 

plantation 

multi-
storied 

plantation 

natural 
forest 

others
* 

Local government 
forest 2.8 1.2 0.17 1.29 0.14 

Private forest 14.49 6.74 0.28 6.84 0.62 
Private forest 

sub-total 17.28 7.94 0.45 8.14 0.75 

Forestry Agency 7.64 2.37 0.44 4.2 0.62 
Other 
governmental 
bodies 0.2 0.03 0 0.13 0.03 

National forest 

sub-total 7.84 2.4 0.44 4.33 0.66 

Area  

Total 25.12 10.34 0.9 12.47 1.41 
Local government 
forest 433 250 23 161 0 

Private forest 2,596 1,713 46 837 0 
Private forest 

sub-total 3,029 1,962 69 998 0 

Forestry Agency 990 361 59 569 1 
Other 
governmental 
bodies 22 4 0 17 0 

National forest 

sub-total 1,011 366 59 586 1 

Growing 
stock  

Total 4,040 2,328 127 1,584 1 
*Others include logged-over areas, un-stocked areas, rocky areas and bamboo stands.  
Source: Forestry Agency 
 
Trends in supply  
Period of log imports 
Up to the mid 1980’s the bulk of wood imports was in the form of logs. Main supplying sources were 
South East Asia, North America and Russia (formerly Soviet Union). These three regions occupied 
more than 95% of the total imports and the share of New Zealand and other countries was nearly 
negligible (Figure 2).  

The first log imports after the war were from the Philippines in 1948. The initial imports were under 
strict control by the General Headquarters and were limited to use by the US military occupation or 
intended for direct/indirect exports. Logs from South East Asia were imported as raw materials for 
processing mostly into plywood, which was sold mainly to the U.S. market as one of the important 
means of earning foreign currency.  
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The Korean War which started in 1948 boosted plywood production for military supplies.  When it 
was over, exports of plywood grew rapidly to the U.S. where the housing boom demanded it mainly 
as door skin. It was the only buoyant export of wood products from Japan during the post war period.  
These exports started dwindling in the mid 1960’s when Korea and Taiwan, who built plywood 
manufacturing plants with cheap labor, entered the U.S.-bound plywood export market. Japanese 
plywood manufactures shifted their focus to the domestic market which fortunately was enjoying high 
economic growth.  

Imports of wood in the nascent stage were meant to be supplementary to the domestic supply. Not 
only logs from South East Asian countries but those from North America and the Soviet Union 
rapidly increased in volume. In the end of the 1960’s New Zealand emerged as one of the major 
supplying sources as well. The share of imported wood in the Japanese total consumption was 13% in 
1960 but quickly surpassed 50% in 1969. 

End uses of imported wood varied. Seventy to 80% of tropical wood from South East Asia was 
processed into plywood as construction and civil engineering materials, and the remaining 20-30% 
was processed into lumber for non-structural housing materials and furniture. North American wood 
was processed into lumber for housing construction. Most of Russian wood was processed into boards 
and small dimension construction materials.  A fraction was used for pulp and paper manufacturing.  
Wood from New Zealand was processed mainly into packaging and crating materials. The traditional 
Japanese housing sector which placed importance on appearance did not appreciate wide annual rings 
of Radiata pine from short-rotation planted forests.  

Until the mid 1980’s the most prominent characteristic of wood imports was dominance of logs. In 
1960, 89% of total imported volume was in the form of logs, but gradually declined to 70% in 1973 
and 53% in 1985. At that time, Japan’s log imports occupied half of the world trade volume of logs. It 
was partly because of the government’s policy to promote domestic processing but more importantly 
because of the fact that Japanese traditional post and beam house construction system is greatly 
different from those of other countries and lumber of various dimensions and standards were needed.  
Log imports and domestic processing were suited to the situation.  In the sectors other than housing 
construction such as civil engineering and general construction, plywood was in great demand as 
concrete panel. Until industrialization of the wood sector centering on plywood manufacturing began 
in the South East Asian countries, Japan imported large volume of tropical logs to meet the demand 
for plywood. 

Since 1961 in order to facilitate a stable and large volume of wood imports, the government 
implemented “Port Facilities Improvement 5-year Plan” four consecutive times. New ports 
specifically targeted for wood imports were created and existing port facilities were upgraded and 
expanded including log storage places both on land and in water. This induced establishment of large-
scale sawmills and plywood mills in the vicinity of ports.  As a result, wood processing plants using 
imported wood developed in various parts of the country and volume of imports increased 
substantially. 
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Figure 2 Imports of logs by source (1,000 m3) 

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
Note: South Sea countries include Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Papua New Guinea, Singapore, 
Solomon Islands and Brunei. 

Transition to imports of finished products 
The first oil crisis gave a ground shaking impact to the Japanese economy and forced it to enter “the 
most serious recession” of the post-war era. Demand for wood which recorded 115.6 million m3 in 
1973 dropped to 96.4 m3 in 1975 and continued since at the level around 100 million m3. Volume of 
imported wood decreased from 75.4 million in 1973 to 61.8 million m3 in 1975 and 59.8 million m3 in 
1985. During the period from 1985 through 1990 Japan entered the so-called bubble economy. 
Demand for wood went up to 111 million and imports increased again to 84.2 million m3 in 1990 and 
89.0 m3 million in 1995. That period witnessed a significant change in the modality of Japanese wood 
imports. In the middle of the 1980’s Japan’s wood imports began the shift from logs to finished 
products such as lumber, plywood, wood chips and pulp.  

Up to that period, the decline of the self-sufficiency rate was due to the increase of log imports but 
since then increase of the imports of finished products became the main reason for the decline of self-
sufficiency. As the self-sufficiency declined from 87% in 1965 to 32% in 1980, 36% in 1985 and 26% 
in 1990, the share of log imports in the total wood imports (log equivalent) dropped from 89% in 1960 
to 69% in 1980 and 52% in 1985, whereas that of lumber increased from 8% in 1985 to 18% in 1995, 
plywood and veneers from 1% to 8%, and chips and pulp from 33% to 43%. 

It was triggered in part by the liberalization of the Japanese wood market as a result of pressure from 
outside, notably the MOSS (Market Oriented Sector Selected) negotiations with the U.S.  At that time 
the Japanese economy was in recession following the second oil shock. Japanese industries, facing the 
shrinking domestic market, tried to find overseas outlets for their products but the torrential exports 
generated bitter criticism. The U.S., the largest export market for Japan, intensified demand for self-
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restraint on exports and enlargement of the domestic demand. In response, the Japanese government 
set up a “Market Liberalization Action Program” which pledged to accelerate opening up the market 
within three year including reduction of import tariffs and implementation of import encouragement 
measures.  In addition, the two governments started MOSS negotiations on four sectors, i.e., 
telecommunication, pharmaceutical products and medical equipment, electronics and forest products. 
One of the outcomes was a concession by the Japanese government to reduce import tariffs on 
fourteen items of wood products including plywood and veneers and nine items of paper products, 
which was implemented from 1987. Seeing non-tariff barriers as substantive impediments for 
expanded use of American lumber, plywood and other wood products in the Japanese market, the US 
side pushed successfully for revisions of the Japan Agricultural Standards (JAS) and the Building 
Code.  

Another factor was the progress of industrialization in Indonesia and Malaysia, the two most 
important suppliers of tropical wood to Japan. Toward the mid 1970’s, encouraged by OPEC’s 
successful oil strategy, nationalism of forest resources grew larger, and SEALPA ( South East Asia  
Lumber Producers’ Association) was formed in 1973 by wood producers in Indonesia, Philippines 
and Malaysia Sabah. Its goal was to nurture development of wood processing industries in those 
countries and shift from log exports to finished products exports by controlling log production and 
raising log export prices. This movement led later to government policies of Indonesia and Malaysia 
for assisting wood processing industries.  In the late 1980’s, supported by the reduced tariff rates as 
mentioned above, they drove strong export campaigns of wood products, mainly plywood, to Japan.  

Internationally, 1985 was the year when the Plaza Accord, which agreed on the intentional 
devaluation of US dollars and valuation of other currencies for the purpose of reducing the US trade 
deficit, was formulated at the finance ministers’ meeting of five industrialized countries.  As a result, 
the yen-dollar exchange rate moved swiftly to a much stronger yen from 251 yen/$ in 1984 to 200 
yen/$, 160 yen/$ in 1986, and to 122 yen/$ in 1987. In addition to the aforementioned two factors, the 
changes in the exchange rates were another reason for the rapid increase of finished wood products in 
Japan.  
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Kapor logs at a plywood plant in the Tokyo Bay area 

 
Log pond at a plywood mill in the Tokyo Bay area 
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Imports of high value-added products  
During the mid 1990’s, in addition to rather low value-added products such as lumber and plywood, 
imports of higher value-added products started increasing including laminated wood, particleboard 
and fiberboard.  These trends were explained mainly by the fact that, under the overall concerns about 
global environment, various constraints were placed on harvesting of natural forests in the tropics and 
wood industries in response started using more and more wood from planted forests including fast 
growing species rather than that from natural forests. It meant less availability of high quality logs and 
more dependency on low value wood. The wood industries had to add much more value to low-grade 
wood such as into engineered wood.  

As more and more high value-added wood products were imported and used in the Japanese market, 
the factor to determine “quality” shifted from “appearance” to “performance”. Because it was possible 
to express “performance” in numerical terms, transactions of wood products gradually changed from 
those based on visual judgments centering on appearance to those based on objectivity. Wood imports 
which had been dominated by the so-call three major foreign woods, namely North American, South 
East Asian, and Russian, started allowing other countries to enter the Japanese market. The share of 
those three majors in the total import volume used to occupy more than 80% (log equivalent) but it 
fell to 50% in 2005. Diversification of both imported wood products and supplying countries became 
evident. 

One of the important aspects of globalization of the wood trade was containerization of ocean freight, 
i.e. advent of regular liners using large to ultra-large container vessels and establishment of hub ports 
in various parts of the world. In the case of logs and to a limited extent of lumber and plywood, 
imports were done mostly by trading companies that had capital power deploying exclusive vessels or 
non-regular vessels. The volume of a shipment was huge and infrequent.  Trade of high value-added 
wood products such as engineered wood is in small quantity and requires frequent travels. Transport 
by container was very suited to the small quantity trade. Regular liners of huge container vessels 
between North America and Asia as well as between Europe and Asia enabled very frequent 
transactions.  The establishment of a number of hub ports enabled smaller container vessels to expand 
the range of collection and distribution of goods.  

In Japan, port calls of large container liner vessels had been confined to the large ones such as Tokyo, 
Osaka, Nagoya and Kobe due to physical conditions including water depth. Goods had to be 
transported from these ports to final destinations inland or on the Japan Sea side by trains. 
Construction of new hub ports in a number of places in Japan and improvement of container yards at 
existing local ports enabled medium-to-small container ships to stop by. Today, container ships from 
hub ports like Pusan in Korea and Kaoshun in Taiwan can come to Japanese local ports, from where 
goods are transported to construction sites by tracks. Such change in transportation has been one of 
the factors for increased imports and use of engineered wood across Japan.  

The entry of high value-added products by containers also worked as a force of change in importers. 
During the period when huge volume and less frequent transports of logs, lumber and plywood were 
the norm, the import business was more or less a monopoly of large capital-backed trading companies. 
When the great bulk of traded items became those which needed small quantity and frequent transport, 
and when regular container vessels became easily available, more downstream players such as 
processing mills, wholesalers, large retailers, and home builders became direct buyers bypassing 
trading companies.   
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Changes since 2000 
Supply and demand 
In the official statistics “Wood Supply and Demand Table” compiled by the Forestry Agency, supply 
equals demand, and the volume of wood products are converted to log volume required using standard 
conversion rate. According to the Table, the total wood supply decreased by 16.85 million m3 from 
year 2000 (99.26 m3) to 2007 (82.41 m3). The largest contributing factor was a 14% drop of housing 
starts from 1.23 million to 1.06 million units (Figure 3).  In Japan, wood demand is very heavily 
dependent on new housing construction. The market of existing houses is very small and unlike in the 
U.S. wood demand for repair and remodeling is very limited.  

Figure 3 Housing starts (1,000 units) and share of wooden houses (%) 

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation 
Note: The right axis for share of wooden houses (%)  

Over the same period the domestic supply changed little from 18.02 m3 to 18.22 m3 but because the 
total supply dipped the self-sufficiency rate went up by 4 points from 18% to 22%. On the other hand, 
the supply of imported wood dropped by 21% from 81.24 m3 million to 64.20 million m3.  

Of the imported wood in the Table, logs dropped 40% from 18.02 million m3 in 2000 to 10.68 million 
m3 in 2007. The share of logs in the total import volume dropped from 22% to 17%. It clearly shows 
that the dominance of log imports in the Japanese wood trade is over. Over the same period, imported 
lumber decreased 27% from 15.91 million m3 to 11.65 million m3. The share in the total imported 
volume dropped from 20% to 18%. Imports of plywood and veneers dropped 14% from 8.42 million 
m3 to 7.09 million m3. The share in the total imports decreased from 22% to 17%. Imports of wood 
ships and pulp dropped 12% from 36.98 million m3 to 32.36 million m3. The share in the total imports 
decreased from 57% to 50%.  Imported volumes of log, lumber, plywood and veneers, and wood 
chips and pulp all dropped as well as the share in the total imports. High value-added products such as 
engineered wood are categorized as “others”.  Imported volume of “others” increased by 27% from 
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1.90 million m3 to 2.42 million m3 and the share in the total imports rose from 2% to 4%. The absolute 
volume of “others” is still small but their imports in the future are likely to catch up with the 
traditional products like lumber and plywood. 

Imports 
The Trade Statistics prepared by the Ministry of Finance show that imports of logs dropped 44% from 
15.95 million m3 in 2000 to 8.97 million m3 in 2007 whereas those of lumber dropped 25% from 
10.27 million m3 to 7.65 million m3. A breakdown by supply source shows that North American logs 
dropped 48% from 4.78 million m3 to 2.97 million m3. North American lumber precipitated by 49% 
from 5.27 million m3 to 2.71 million m3. Russian logs dropped 28% from 5.61 million m3 to 4.04 
million m3 but on the other hand Russian lumber increased by 82% from 0.56 million m3 to 1.02 
million m3. South Sea logs dropped 65% from 3.07 million m3 to 1.06 million m3 and lumber dropped 
67% from 1.05 million m3 to 0.45 million m3. The vigor of South Sea logs and lumber in the past 
years has disappeared (Figure 4).  

Figure 4 Imports of lumber by source (1,000 m3) 

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 

New Zealand logs dropped 66% from 1.84 million m3 to 0.81 million m3 whereas lumber dropped 
39% from 0.28 million m3 to 0.17 million m3. Log imports from other regions/countries including 
Chile, Africa and Europe were less than 0.1 million m3 and have become nearly negligible .Imports of 
lumber from Europe increased by 20% from 2.24 million m3 to 2.69 million m3. Up to the mid 1990’s 
lumber imports from Europe were almost non-existent. In contrast to the shrinking imports of North 
American wood caused by environmental issues, European lumber which come from planted forests 
rapidly made inroads into the Japanese market by establishing a supply system that meets the demand 
of the Japanese market including Japan-specific dimensions. Import volume of plywood dropped by 
13% from 4.61 million m3 to 4.00 million m3. In 2007, Malaysia (2.00 million m3) and Indonesia (1.18 
million m3) occupied 80% of the total plywood imports. Imports from Indonesia sharply declined after 
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its economic crisis in 1997 down to 1/3 of the peak in 1993 (3.44 million m3). Imports of glulam 
increased by 45% from 0.44 million m3 to o.64 million m3. Three countries, namely Austria, Finland 
and China, account for 75% of the glulam imports. 

Figure 5 Imports of hardwood plywood (1,000 m3) 

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 

Domestic production 
Log production in Japan remained at more or less the same level between 2000 (18.76 million m3) 
and 2007 (18.22 million m3). The Japanese wood market has long been dominated by imported wood 
and the self-sufficiency rate has remained very low.  In recent years, however, uncertainty has grown 
with regard to wood trade that has become truly global in nature and environmental concerns 
command serious attention. Higher expectation has been placed on the domestic wood as resources 
capable of a stable supply from the enlarging growing stock.  

Shipment volume from domestic sawmills in 2007 was 12.27 million m3, a 22% drop from 17.23 
million m3 in 2000. Since the volume of imported lumber in 2007 was 7.65 million m3, the share of 
domestic supply in the total of 19.92 million m3 was 62%.  Breakdown of the domestic lumber shipment 
in 2006 shows that that of domestic species was 7.15 million m3 or 56% of the total, South Sea 0.14 
million m3 or 1%, North American 3.13 million m3 or 25%, Russian 1.32 million m3 or 11%, New 
Zealand 0.6 million m3 or 5%, others 0.22 million m3 or 2%. The share of the domestic species increased 
from 48% in 2000 to 56% whereas that of North American wood dropped from 31% to 25% (Figure 6). 
The number of sawmills which processed South Sea logs has dropped precipitously.  At the peak years 
of 1973 and 1974, more than 9,000 sawmills produced lumber from South Sea logs. In 2006, there were 
only 433 sawmills remaining (Figure 7). This declining trend is anticipated to continue. It reflects the 
insecure supply of logs, shrinking tropical lumber demand, and competition against imported tropical 
lumber and finished products. 
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Figure 6 Sawmills’ log intake volume by source (1,000 m3) 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
Note: The right axis for share of domestic wood (%) 

Figure7  Number of sawmills that processed South Sea logs 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
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Plywood production in Japan did not see much change from 2000 (3.11 million m3) to 2007 (3.07 
million m3). Production of softwood plywood, however, nearly doubled from 1.34 million m3 to 2.42 
million m3. Facing log export bans and resources limitations in the producing countries in South East 
Asia, the Japanese plywood manufactures started using more softwood in the early 1990’s. The sharp 
decline of the imports of tropical logs is a reflection of that strategic change. In 2007, the total supply 
of plywood from both domestic production and imports was 7.07 million m3. The share of domestic 
supply was 43%, which was about the same level of 2000 (41%).  

WOOD DEMAND 

The large portion of wood demand in Japan other than for the pulp and paper sector has been for 
housing construction, especially wooden houses. The wood market, therefore, is always swayed up 
and down by housing demand. Of the 11.63 million m3 of lumber shipment from domestic sawmills in 
2007, 9.46 million m3 or 81% was destined for construction. Other destinations were 1.32 million m3 

or 11% for packaging and crating, 0.47 million m3 or 4% for civil engineering, 0.94 million m3 or 1% 
for furniture and decorative uses, and 0.29 million m3 or 3% for other uses. Although the volume 
figures change from year to year, the percentage share figures have remained fairly constant (Table 2). 

Table 2: Destinations of lumber shipments from domestic sawmills in 2007 (1,000m3) 

  

Total constructio
n 

crating and 
packaging 

civil 
engineerin

g 

furniture 
and 

decorative 

others 

Volume 11,632 9,455 1,321 468 94 294 

Share (%) 100.0 81.3 11.4 4.0 0.8 2.5 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 

Changes in housing construction methods 
The post-war historical trends in housing construction are summarized as follows. In 1945 
when the WWII was over, major cities were left devastated by air raids and people were under 
very poor shelters. It was not rare to see multiple families under one roof and daily survival 
was their utmost concern. Even when the country entered the reconstruction stage, housing 
conditions did not improve much. The significant changes took place during the high economic 
growth period which started around 1955 and lasted until the first oil shock of 1973. During 
this period industrialization around large cities progressed, which prompted an inflow of young 
workers from the rural countryside to urban cities. With the growing urban population and 
backed by improvement in salaries and wages, housing construction in and around large cities 
picked up pace rapidly.  The housing starts soared from 257,000 units in 1955 to 424,000 in 
1960, 843,000 in 1965 and reached the peak of 1.91 million in 1973.  

Along with the rapid increase in housing starts, construction methods also changed. 
Traditionally, houses in Japan had been primarily wood-based. The most common method was 
to combine square lumber as posts and beams and the space between them were filled with 
bamboo plaid sheets with wall plaster on top. This method of using wall plaster, called the wet 
method, required a long time for the wet walls to dry and caused the total construction duration 
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to be very long. When the number of constructions was not so large and builders were not time 
pressed, this method was acceptable but when the number doubled or quadrupled and clients or 
builders were taking loans from banks, speediness became a critical element. The wet method 
was quickly replaced by the dry method which used plywood or gypsum board. The background 
of this change was the development of the Japanese plywood industry, which shifted the focus 
from US bound exports to domestic demand.  

Other than the traditional post and beam construction method, there are pre-fabricated and 2x4 
(platform and frame) methods currently used in Japan. In terms of appearances, traditional style 
houses look today more and more western both exterior and interior. Statistics of prefab and 
2x4 housing constructions have been available from 1974 and 1980 onward respectively.  

Changes that appeared during the 1990’s 
The Japanese economy experienced the “greatest post-war recession” triggered by the first oil 
shock and entered a low economic growth period. From 1985 through 1990 the bubble economy 
started and the GDP recorded an average 5% growth per year. Land prices and the stock market 
were heated. In the early 1990’s those bubbles burst and bankruptcies in the wide ranging 
sectors including financial, housing and wood industries occurred. The country entered the so-
called “lost 10 years”.  

Housing starts in this period roller coastered. From the peak of 1.91 million units in 1973 it 
went down to 1.27 million and stayed around that level for a while. During the bubble period it 
went up to 1.71 million in 1990 but since then it plunged and in 2007 the number was 1.06 
million.  

The Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake that hit the Osaka and Kobe area in January 1995 was a 
historic incident which brought about significant changes to wooden house construction and 
wood building materials. The Earthquake destroyed 105,000 houses, burnt 7,000 houses and 
caused 6,433 casualties. A large percent of the destroyed houses were wooden. Most of those 
houses were built soon after the war and were susceptible to earthquakes as verified later as not 
having braces, too much opening space without load-bearing walls, too heavy roof tiles so as 
not to be blown away by gusty wind, rot within walls, and dodai (foundations and sills) 
damaged by termites, etc. 

The Building Code enacted in 1950 stipulates earthquake resistance standards for buildings. 
Revisions were made in 1971 and 1981 in order to oblige stronger posts and dodais as well as 
thicker walls. Almost all the buildings that collapsed at the Earthquake were those built before 
1981. Of those built after 1981 which conformed to the revised standards, only 0.2% collapsed.  

After the Earthquake, general consumers had additional needs for houses, i.e. high resistance to 
earthquakes, in addition to high insulation and air tightness. Houses of high resistance to 
earthquakes required building materials which enable structural calculations and whose 
performances can be clearly displayed and verified. Responding to the demand from the public, 
the government revised the Building Code in 1998 to effect a switch from material use 
specifications to stipulations of performance. In 2000, with an intension of chasing faulty 
houses out from the market, the Housing Quality Assurance Law was promulgated. This law 
obliged builders to assure the quality of the houses they built for a period of 10 years.  

The revisions of the Building Code were not isolated from the on-going trends of deregulation 
and MOSS negotiations. Even before the revisions were formalized, the first 3-story model 
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wooden apartment building (Super House) in Japan was built in 1993. In 1993, revisions were 
announced that relaxed regulations on wooden buildings and allowed 3-story wooden apartment 
buildings. In 1996, the Ministry of Construction approved the structural lumber standards for 
2x4 houses proposed by the WWPA (Western Wood Products Association). In 1998 the 
revision to switch to performance-based stipulations followed.  

Under the performance-based regulations, the standards for structural safety of buildings do not 
require conformity to specifications such as sizes and number of pieces to be used. As long as 
standards such as structural strength are met, construction methods, materials, and fixtures are 
no longer questioned. Formerly, structural safety was supposed to be attained by adhering to 
detailed specifications for sizes and number of posts, beams and walls. The new regulations 
allowed any materials and methods to be used if certain levels of performance are met. 
Imported materials could be examined by government-accredited organizations either in Japan 
or in foreign countries. This change enabled wider use of imported engineered wood products 
in Japanese buildings.  

The enactment of the Housing Quality Assurance Law, together with the revision of the 
Building Code to adopt performance-based regulations, gave substantial impact on the wood-
products building materials. Most notable phenomenon was less and less use of green lumber 
for posts having been replaced rapidly by KD lumber and glulam. Use of glulam for posts in 
traditional Japanese houses rose from 11% in 1995 to 20% in 1998 and 51% in 2005. 
Furthermore, demand for structural plywood increased as a result, which gave impetus to 
plywood manufacturers who were at the initial stage of shifting to softwood from tropical wood.  

Current demand of wood and housing construction 
The housing starts in 2000 and the following years were around 1.2 million units. In 2006 it 
increased to 1.29 million but in 2007 it dropped to 1.06 million. The reason for the drop in 
2007 was the revision of the Building Code, which made procedures for obtaining building 
permits more cumbersome.   

During this period the percentage of wooden houses in the total starts increased slightly from 
45% to 47%. This rate peaked at 77% in 1965 and since then was on the decline. In 1988 in the 
middle of the bubble economy it bottomed at 41% and picked up a little since then. The main 
reason for the declining percentage of wooden houses was that more units were built as 
apartments than single detached houses during the bubble economy period. This period saw the 
emergence of large-scale home builders who do business across the country and large local 
homebuilders who replaced traditional small builders and carpenters.  

A breakdown of wooden housing starts shows that the share of traditional post and beam houses 
decreased slightly from 80% in 2000 to 77% in 2007, whereas that of prefab houses from 5% to 
4%, and 2x4 houses increased from 14% to 20% (Figure 8). In the end of the 1980’s urged by 
the need to shorten construction time and reduce costs, a so-called “pre-cut system” gained 
popularity and today roughly 80% of post and beam houses are built by this system.  
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Traditionally, house construction used to be done on 
site by skilled carpenters manually. The pre-cut 
system employs CAD/CAM and process all 
structural wood to make tongues and grooves at a 
mill, whereby what is needed at a construction site 
is simply an assembly of those wooden structural 
parts. The pre-cut system requires dimensional 
stability of structural materials. The problem of the 
Japanese post and beam houses in the past was 
dimensional instability after completion caused by 
the use of green lumber. That is why use of glulam 
increased rapidly.  

Housing starts in Japan now tend to go down. 
Considering the impact of an aging society with 
fewer children, it is predicted that it will dip below 
1 million units sooner or later.  

 

Figure 8 Construction of wooden houses by type (%) 

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation 

 

Tongues and grooves are made to structural 
wood at pre-cut mills 
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Skelton of a typical post and beam traditional house. 
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IMPORTS AND USES OF TROPICAL WOOD  

PRE-WAR PERIOD 

The first plywood manufacturing was done in 1907 by Yoshijiro Asano in Nagoya, Aichi prefecture, 
who devised a rotary lathe looking at a sample piece of plywood made in the U.K. After the Meiji 
restoration Japanese economic development was first driven by light industries around 1980 then 
followed by heavy industries from around 1900. Around 1880 sawing machinery was imported and 
along with the development of railway construction extending into various parts of Japan, the 
sawmilling industry also developed here and there. During the late 1880’s, the match industry 
emerged and soon it became one of the leading export items. In the 1990’s western style paper 
making started using wood chips. The first paper mill was established by Oji Paper Company in 
Shizuoka prefecture.  

During the initial stage of plywood manufacturing in Japan, raw materials were hardwood species 
found in Hokkaido. The hardwood resources in Hokkaido were rather limited in volume and were not 
able to meet the expanding demand coming largely from exports. Plywood manufactures then eyed 
tropical wood in South East Asia. Some of the tropical wood from the region such as teak, ebony and 
rosewood had been brought to Japan in the Edo era and even before although in small quantity. 
Around 1880 and onward tropical hardwood was used as shipbuilding material. These uses were, 
however, special cases and imports of tropical hardwoods in larger volume as raw materials for 
plywood had to wait until the 1920’s. The main exporting country to Japan then was the Philippines 
and imported logs were used for plywood manufacturing and for furniture.  

One of the reasons for the shift from temperate hardwoods in Hokkaido to South Sea timber was that 
the dipterocarp species abundant in the region (called lauan in Japan) were physically suited to 
peeling with their large and straight trunks. Another reason was that a higher yield ratio was attained 
with lauan due to the large size, and significant cost reduction was possible. At that time, a large 
quantity of hardwood species produced in Hokkaido were roughly sawn in octagonal shape for export 
markets. In addition, from the beginning of the 20th century Japanese emigrants in the Philippines 
developed plantations such as jute and logged a large area of forests. The timber from plantation 
development was imported to Japan and soon timber-oriented forest development followed. In 1941 
WWII for Japan started and imports of South Sea timber completely stopped.  

POST-WAR PERIOD 1945 - 1955 

The war ended on August 15, 1945. The devastation from the war was such that, except for the cities 
which escaped air raids, i.e. Kyoto, Nara and Hirosaki, in all of the 119 cities 2.5 million houses were 
burnt, 9 million people lost shelter, and 4.2 housing units were desperately needed. Those who lost 
homes had few choices either build temporary barracks with waste materials, old tatami mats and 
scorched tin plates, etc. or move into relatives’ and friends’ houses, or become tenants at those houses 
which escaped air raids. It was not rare at that time to see two or three families living in one house.  

Reconstruction of the country did not proceed speedily because the private sector and light industries 
were severely weakened by the military control during the war and industrial centers in urban areas 
were destroyed by air raids, and workers had been conscripted. Production plummeted, inflation set in 
and all prices went up. Transactions at black markets were no secrets. Due to the acute shortage of 
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housing and basic materials, selling plywood was very easy. Old mills were restored and new mills 
built and production increased quickly.  

Plywood manufacturing had to resort to domestic wood mostly from Hokkaido since harvesting 
activities in the Philippines, which provided the greatest volume of tropical timber to pre-war Japan, 
were not able to resume due to the damages caused to the production system, and also because the US 
occupation military enforced stringent control on imports. The supply of domestic wood was very 
small as the forests in the country were ravaged during the war and the production-distribution system 
was not functioning properly. Any kind of wood was sought after.  

The post-war imports of South Sea timber started in 1948. The US occupation military which had 
total control of Japanese trade allowed imports only if they were either supplies to the needs of the 
military force or materials for further processing destined for re-exports. The authority to administer 
trade was later given to a private entity in 1950 but purposes of imports were rather confined mostly 
for re-exports. Imports of tropical timber were allowed because they were to be processed in Japan 
and re-exported. In order to rebuild the industries Japan needed foreign currencies, i.e. dollars, to 
purchase machinery and equipments from overseas. Plywood from tropical wood, together with silk, 
was considered one of the most important export items. Imported wood in those days meant South Sea 
timber. The share of South Sea timber in the total wood imports was 100% in 1950, 93% in 1955 and 
73% even in 1960. 

The South Sea timber came from the Philippines and British Northern Borneo (currently Malaysia 
Sabah). Nearly 80% came from the Philippines. The reason for its dominance was, (a) timber 
production in the Philippines recovered relatively early after the war because the US military released 
heavy machinery brought from the US, (b) the pre-war timber trade relationships were revived 
without much difficulty, and (c) local suppliers requested assistance in funding and machinery 
supplies in order to boost production and the Japanese side responded positively. From 1959 imports 
from Northern Borneo increased rapidly. It was because the Philippines government tried to impose 
log export control, being worried about the depletion of their forest resources. Japanese importers then 
shifted their attention to Borneo.  

As mentioned above, the imported tropical timber was processed mostly into plywood for export. The 
Korean War that started in 1950 gave Japan a strategic position to logistically support UN forces. 
Plywood and lumber made from imported tropical timber were supplied to the military as materials 
for construction, packaging and crating, furniture making and engineering including bridges. When 
the Korean War ended, plywood was exported to the U.S. The U.S. economy expanded rapidly after 
WWII and housing demand grew sharply as soldiers returned to the homeland from battle fields. 
Light weight wooden flash doors were popular with home building at that time. Japanese plywood 
made from lauan and Hokkaido’s sen (Kalopanax septemlobus) was exported in large quantity as door 
skin. Lauan plywood was especially preferred by the American housing construction industry and 
soon dominated the door market. 

The demand generated by the Korean War gave impetus to Japanese plywood manufactures’ post-war 
recovery and development.  The increased revenue stabilized their business by modernizing 
production facilities with the introduction of hot presses and dryers. The demand by the US military 
for high quality products was the driving force for using urea-based adhesive and for further 
technological improvements. The manufacturers were ready and eager to increase imports of South 
Sea timber. 
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After the GHQ (General Headquarters of the U.S. occupation military) delegated trade control 
administration to the private sector, exports of plywood increased sharply and the share of Japanese 
products in the total US plywood imports reached 74% in 1956. The torrential exports which grew 
exponentially in a short period of time engendered animosity from the hardwood plywood 
manufactures within the U.S. They ran a campaign to reject Japanese plywood and finally appealed to 
the US government in 1954. They claimed that the Japanese exports violated the US anti-dumping 
law and requested import control measures including a quota allotment and the raising of import 
tariffs. The verdict of the tariff committee of the U.S. Senate and House was that imports of Japanese 
plywood were not causing serious damage to the domestic industries. The Japanese plywood 
manufactures were relieved by the decision but U.S. producers’ complaints never ceased and the 
Japanese side responded by introducing self-restraint on exports. 

As a result, the share of plywood imports from Japan dropped from 65% in 1960 to 27% in 1964. In 
the meantime, plywood industries developed in Taiwan, Korea and the Philippines with the advantage 
of cheap labor and entered the US-bound export market. From 1960 to 1964 Taiwan’s share of 
plywood imports in the US market grew from 6% to 32%, that of the Philippines from 18% to 24%, 
and Korea from 2% to 14%. Japanese plywood industry’s competitiveness was eroded by the high 
labor cost which resulted from the high economic growth of Japanese economy, and gradually 
retreated from the overseas markets. In 1959, Japan’s top five destinations for plywood exports were 
first U.S.A 56%, followed by U.K. 18%, Canada 5%, Singapore 5%, and Hong Kong 4%.  

HIGH ECONOMIC GROWTH PERIOD 1955 – 1965 

In around 1956 Japan entered a high economic growth period. In 1960 liberalization of trade and foreign 
currency kicked off investment and the government’s income doubling plan was announced. In 1963, the 
economy was boosted by the preparation for the Tokyo Olympic Games. During this period the annual 
GDP growth exceeded 10% in average, corporate investments skyrocketed, salaries and wages increased 
sharply which steadily pushed higher consumer spending. Mass production was accompanied by mass 
consumption, which led economic growth. The phrase “consumption is virtuous” was very representative 
of this period. 

Up till the 1950’s there had been a shortage of housing. Housing construction increased from 240,000 units in 
1945 to 740,000 in 1948 but the shortage of 4.2 million houses was only filled by about a half. The 
government established the Housing Loan Corporation in order to assist financing of houses for sale, for 
rental purposes and company-owned apartments in addition to houses built by owners. Furthermore, the 
government established the Japan Housing Corporation to address the housing shortage problem. Traditional 
Japanese houses used to have tatami-mat rooms but the new apartments which the Japan Housing 
Corporation built were equipped with one or two western style rooms. It was the beginning of the 
westernization of Japanese housing.  

Industrialization around large cities during the high economic growth induced large population 
movements. Increase of salaries and wages made purchasing of houses more affordable. As a result, 
housing starts in urban areas soared and large construction companies started entering the expanding 
market which used to be dominated by small-to-medium-sized home builders. Home building for sale 
sharply increased to meet the growing demand. Housing starts renewed the record year after year 
from 257,000 units in 1955 to 427,000 in 1960, and 843,000 in 1965, which finally peaked at 1.91 
million in 1973.  
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Supported by the expanding construction demand, the plywood manufacturers in Japan shifted their 
focus from export-oriented production to domestic demand. Production volume soared from 690,000 
m3 in 1955 to 1.43 million m3 in 1960 and to 2.63 million m3 in1965 (Figure 9). The increase in 
plywood production was naturally accompanied by increase in imports of South Sea logs. The 
imported volume skyrocketed from 1.56 million m3 in 1955 to 3.87 million m3 in 1960 and to 8.48 
million m3 in 1965. The share of South Sea log imports in the Japanese total log imports declined 
nonetheless as imports from North America and Soviet Union also grew sharply. 

The main supplying sources of South Sea logs did not change. They were the Philippines and British 
Northern Borneo. Imports from the Philippines in 1955 were 1.42 million m3, which was 91% of the 
total South Sea log imports. In 1960, the volume doubled to 2.88 million m3 (74% of the total), the 
doubled again to 5.5 million m3 (51%) in 1965, and peaked at 7.86 million (51%) in 1969. Imports 
from British Northern Borneo, which became Sabah in 1963, were 120,000 in 1955 (8%) but 
increased to 860,000 m3 (22%) in 1960, and to 2.25 million m3 (27%) in 1969. The absolute volume 
of imports from the Philippines increased but the relative share continued to decline during these 
years (Figure 10). 

Figure 9 Production and imports of plywood (1,000 m3) 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 

In the middle of the 1950’s anti-log export campaigns against Japan gained momentum in the 
Philippines and in the 1960’s the anti-sentiment grew powerful. Japanese importers started retreating 
from the Philippines and looked for alternative sources.  

What enabled quadrupling volume of South Sea logs during the period from 1955 to 1965 was the 
implementation of the 5-year port facilities improvement plan. The plan was renewed four times and 
greatly improved facilities including waterways, water/land storage and modernized the entire 
operating systems. Plant quarantine regulations were revised at the same time and quarantine offices 
were reinforced or newly established at designated ports, and other specified ports started receiving 
quarantine officers’ regular visits. In 1960 there were 22 designated ports and 19 specified ports. In 
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1970, the numbers grew to 63 and 16 respectively. The number of ports where South Sea logs arrived 
used to be only six, namely Tokyo, Yokohama, Shimizu, Nagoya, Osaka and Kobe. In 1955 four 
more were added, i.e. Miyako, Hiroshima, Sakai and Wakamatsu. In 1960 the number grew to 42.  

Near those port areas, wood industry conglomerates were created. Sawmills, plywood mills and other 
related wood-products plants were concentrated. Those mills were modern and of large scale. Some 
ports were exclusively used for log imports. Enlargement of Japanese plywood mills was spurred and 
the foundation for infrastructure for imports of South Sea logs was laid during this period. 

Figure10 Imports of South Sea logs by country (1,000 m3) 

Source: Source: Japan Plywood Manufacturers’ Association 

HIGH ECONOMIC GROWTH PERIOD 1965 – 1975 

In 1968, Japan became the second largest economy in the world surpassing West Germany. Economic 
growth had been bolstered by heavy industries but from the middle of the 1960’s the auto industry 
emerged as a leader of exports. People’s life style changed drastically with refrigerators, washing 
machines, vacuum cleaners, gas stoves and ranges, electric/gas rice cookers, gas –heated baths, 
change from black & white to color TVs, and with the advent of supermarkets.  

In August 1971, the U.S. announced a new economic policy that included stopping of direct 
convertibility of US dollars to gold aiming at cooling inflation, imposition of 10% import surcharge, 
and freezing of wage and consumer prices for 90 days – the so-called Nixon Shock. The yen-dollar 
exchange rate was changed from 360 yen/$ to 308 yen/$ (Smithsonian rate), and in February 1973 it 
was switched to a floating exchange rate system. 

The Japanese government, in reaction to the Nixon Shock, increased governmental spending and 
investment but it brought about “too much money phenomenon” (excessive fluidity). The Tanaka 
administration which was formed in 1972 prepared the national budget based on the Japanese 
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Archipelago Reform Plan, which envisaged creating core industrial centers and combining them with 
bullet trains and highways. This plan invited skyrocketing prices of land as well as wood and wood 
products, steel and fiber. Those price hikes extended eventually to daily commodities. 

On top of the above, in 1973 the first Oil Shock hit the world. At that time Japan was heavily 
dependent on Mid-East for its oil supply and the quantity was sharply on the increase from 87 million 
Kℓ in 1965 to 288 million Kℓ in 1973. OPEC’s oil strategy gave the Japanese economy a serious blow. 
Not only oil and oil-based products but almost all goods shot up in price as expressed by the term 
“frantic prices”. Oil prices quadrupled and people in panic rushed to buy and hoard such products as 
toilet paper and detergent, which caused shortages of products at stores in various parts of the country.  

Prices of wood and wood products were no exception. South Sea logs were sold for 3,712 yen/m3 in 
1972 but shot up to 5,730 yen/m3 in 1973 and to 6,135 yen/m3 in 1974, and cooled down a little to 
4,895 yen/m3. The price of 12mm-thick concrete panel plywood soared from 192 yen/sheet in 1972 to 
341 yen in 1973, and then went down to 306 yen in 1974 and 262 yen in 1980. The heated situation 
was finally stabilized partly by the government’s credit tightening policy. The high economic growth 
that started in 1955 and continued for about two decades ended in 1975.  

Housing starts, which were 840,000 units in 1965, recorded the highest peak in history of 1.91 million 
in 1973. The share of wooden houses on the other hand declined from 76.7% in 1965 to 58.0% in 
1973 with the expansion of prefabricated housing and apartment construction. Under this housing 
boom, plywood production soared from 2.63 million m3 in 1965 to the historic record of 8.6 million 
m3 in 1973. Sharply rising prices of plywood affected other plywood dependent industries such as 
flooring and furniture, as well as general consumers who had the desire to build or buy houses.  Under 
the circumstances, the government promulgated “the emergency law to prevent monopolistic 
purchasing or chary selling of goods of daily needs” in July 1973. If prices of goods went up 
abnormally in the light of these acts or threaten to go up, the government might designate such goods 
as “goods under surveillance” and conduct investigations under the law. Fourteen goods were 
designated including plywood, logs and lumber. By 1984 the price hikes of wood products cooled 
down and regained stability but public opinion as well as voices inside and outside the wood 
industries were very critical of what had happened. The Forestry Agency, acknowledging the 
necessity of stock piling plywood and lumber, created Japan Wood-products Stockpile Organization, 
which maintained 6 million pieces of lauan plywood and 300,000 m3 of hemlock lumber ready for 
release to the market if prices rise too sharply. The need for such a stockpile weakened as the 
Japanese economy entered the low growth period and its operation was discontinued in 1990.  

The technological development in the chemical industry sector during the high economic growth period 
also improved the quality of adhesives. Those natural plant/animal based adhesives were replaced by urea-
based products, which enabled production of further processed thin items such as printed plywood. Since 
1965 the advent of phenol-based and melamine-based adhesives opened the ways for other types of 
plywood products in addition to interior use, i.e. concrete panels, exterior-use products, structural panels, 
and fire-resistant plywood.  During the same period, the public’s environmental awareness was heightened, 
triggered by pollution problems which occurred in various parts of Japan. The odor of formaldehyde from 
kitchen cabinets was raised by media which prompted plywood manufactures to develop odorless products.  

The increase in plywood production was supported by the huge volume of imported South Sea logs. The 
imports tripled from 8.48 million m3 in 1965 to the peak of 26.79 8.48 million m3 in 1973. The first oil 
shock, however, brought it down to 18.96 million m3 in 1975. There were changes in supply sources. The 
Philippines, which had been the largest supplier, started dropping after 1969 and was replaced by 
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Indonesia and Malaysia (Sabah). The forest resources in the Philippines had been heavily exploited by then 
and the government started imposing various regulatory measures. The Japanese market which was under 
high economic growth needed an alternative supply of South Sea logs when Indonesia emerged as a 
leading exporter.  

A jump start of log imports from Indonesia was the creation of Kalimantan Forest Development 
Corporation (FDC) in 1963. It was positioned as one of the projects under the 8-year Comprehensive 
National Development Plan promoted by the Sukarno administration. It was established jointly by 
Japanese capital and Indonesian Forestry Corporation (Inhutani) with the support of the two governments. 
The Japanese side provided machinery for forestry operations and road building, and the logs produced 
were to be divided according to the amounts invested by the participating entities. Adopting this format, 
Mitsui Bussan Company entered the forest development business in 1965.  

President Suharto, who took power in 1965, introduced active policies to encourage foreign investments by 
enacting the Foreign Investment Law, Basic Forest Law, and Domestic Investment Law. A number of 
Japanese companies, mostly large trading companies, invested in forest development projects.  

At this time there was a noteworthy incident: the formation of SEALPA (South East Asia Lumber 
Producers’ Association). With regard to production of South Sea timber, a repetitious pattern existed: 
booming economy in consuming countries → increase in logging → economic downturn in consuming 
countries → excessive inventory → reduction or stoppage of logging → lay-offs of logging workers. The 
most serious was the “kuda-kuda” incident that erupted in Indonesia in 1971. Another incident was the 
volatile price movements from 1973 through 1975. In 1971 the Japanese plywood industry was 
experiencing a short-term depressive period and decided to implement a cartel to curtail production. This 
caused stagnation of kuda-kuda (low quality wood produced and transported by manual labor) in Indonesia, 
and wage payments to workers stopped. It became a serious social problem as well as a diplomatic issue. 
In Japan from 1973 to 1975, the heated demand for wood was suddenly cooled by the first oil shock and 
recession engulfed the country, which impacted the South Sea timber producing countries.  

Under the circumstances, encouraged by the success of OPEC to thrust resources nationalism, the main log 
exporters at that time, i.e. Indonesia, Malaysia Sabah and the Philippines, decided to form SEALPA and 
attempted to raise log prices with the future direction of promoting domestic processing. It was not until the 
late 1970’s when SEALPA’s actions started taking effect but it was the beginning of the industrialization of 
wood industries in Indonesia and Malaysia. Japanese plywood industry form this period onward was going to 
experience turbulent times with regard to changes in government policies of the two countries.  

RECESSION AND DECREASE OF LOG IMPORTS 1975 – 1985 

The Nixon Shock and the first Oil Shock were double punches to the Japanese economy, which fell to the most 
serious recession in the post-war period. In 1974 capital investment in the private sector, housing investment as 
well as governmental investment dropped substantially and the real GDP growth recorded a -0.2%. Industrial 
production fell by 20% in 1975 compared to 1973. Results of the endeavors to get out of this recession were 
stringent cost reduction by corporations, rapid expansion of exports, and government’s stimulus spending. 
Efforts for achieving higher cost efficiency were promoted from various angles including improvements in 
energy efficiency and savings, restructuring and reduction of production/distribution costs, aggressive profit 
securing for investment, introduction of multi-faceted management, and employment control.  

As a result, export values sharply increased from $ 36.9 billion in 1973 to above $100 billion in 1979. 
Leading export items were machinery and equipment, automobiles, motorbikes, radio, TV, auto 
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engines, office equipment, and manufacturing machines. They were sold mainly to the U.S., Western 
Europe and Southeast Asia, where the torrential exports started causing trade frictions. In the 
meantime, the second oil crisis arose triggered by the Iranian revolution in 1979. It put the world 
economy again into recession but Japan’s inflation was contained at a manageable level due to the 
lessons learnt from the previous oil shock and the economy did not fall deeply into recession. By 1983 
Japan came out of the stagnant economy. 

Housing starts declined from the peak of 1.91 million units in 1973 to 1.36 million in 1975, then 
picked up again to the level of 1.5 million for some years but remained at the level of 1.1 -1.2 million 
until 1985. The share of wooden houses during this period fell from 67% in 1975 to 48% in 1985. 
Prefab wooden houses, nonetheless, increased from 23,300 units in 1975 to 43,300 in 1985, then to 
79,500 in 1989.  

During the time of recession a number of companies went bankrupt in the lumber and plywood 
industries and related sectors. The number of plywood mills peaked at 285 in 1970 but afterwards 
continued the downward trend: 252 mills in 1975, 199 in 1980 and 165 in 1983 when Japan came out 
of the depressed economic period (Figure 11). It was mainly due to the rise of resources nationalism 
as manifested by the formation of SEALPA fanned by the oil crisis. Log prices went up as a result of 
the imposition of log export controls or bans. 

Situations in the producing countries saw significant changes. Log exports from the Philippines started declining 
after the peak of 7.86 million m3 in 1969. Concerned about the diminishing resource base, illegal exports, and 
environmental issues, the government introduced a total ban of log exports in 1986. Indonesia took over the role 
of the Philippines. The imported log volume from Indonesia increased sharply from 6.09 million m3 in 1965 to 
11.45 million m3 in 1974. However, because of the adoption by the government of log export control followed 
by a total ban, the imports plummeted and in 1985 became nil. After Indonesia came Malaysia.  In 1970 Japan’s 
imports of logs from Sabah, Sarawak and Peninsula Malaysia were 6.02 million m3 or about the same level as 
from Indonesia. Sabah and Sarawak increased production and in 1976 the imports went up to 10.23 million m3, 
which accounted for 46.2% of the total South Sea log imports. In 1985, when Indonesia effectuated total log 
export ban, imports from Malaysia recorded 11.29 million m3 (86.9% of the total). 

Figure 11 Number of plywood mills 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
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Foreseeing that the future supply of South Sea logs would become tight and unstable, the Japanese 
Forestry Agency carried out research from 1975 through 1977 to try out lesser known species in 
Indonesia (Sulawesi and Kalimantan ), Papua New Guinea (New Britain) and Africa. Furthermore, 
from 1981 through 1986 for the purpose of finding alternative raw materials for plywood 
manufacturing, processing tests for structural plywood, concrete panel and LVL were conducted of 
domestic softwood species, lesser know species and fast-growing planted species in the tropics, North 
American, Russian sand European softwood species, and African species.  

Plywood production in Japan dropped from 8.60 million m3 in 1973 to 6.17 million m3 in 1975 but 
recovered to the level of 8 million m3 during 1978 – 1980. The number of manufacturing mills 
decreased but the ones remaining enhanced productivity by modernization and cost reduction. The 
declining trend of log imports and price hike pushed production costs, which forced manufacturing 
companies into harsh competition for survival. A decrease in the number of mills, discardment of 
excessive capacities and implementation of cartel for production curtailment resulted in drop of 
plywood production from 2,149 million square meters (4mm base) in 1973 to 1,542 m2 in 1975 but 
recovered to the level of 2,000 million m2 in 1978 through 1980. Despite the 35% decrease in the 
number of mills, the production volume did not fall much since the capacity per mill increased.  

Looking at South Sea lumber, shipment volume from sawmills in Japan which was mostly lauan was 
4.93 million m3, occupying 13% of the total lumber shipment of 38.85 million m3, when the housing 
starts were at the highest level in 1978. The destinations for South Sea lumber were for construction 
60%, furniture 17%, crating and packaging 13%, civil engineering 4%, ship building and railcars 2%, 
and others 4%. Of the use for construction, a large volume was in the form of boards. It was because 
South Sea logs were mostly large in size and wide boards were preferred for interior applications. 
When SEAPLA was formed in 1974 and tried to push their agenda, prices of those species most 
preferred in Japan, i.e. white lauan, white meranti, white seraya and merapi, went up rapidly. 
Indonesia’s log export ban forced Japanese buyers to shift to Sarawak but there were few species of 
lighter color wood and they were also small in size, which were not very suitable for lumber 
manufacturing in Japan. Shipment of lauan lumber from Japanese sawmills plunged to 720,000  m3 in 
1990, which was only 15% of the 1978 level, then in 2006 the total South Sea lumber shipment 
dropped to140,000 m3 only .  In 2006, the destinations were for construction 30%, furniture 7%, 
packaging and crating 36%, civil engineering 9%, and others (including ship building and railcars) 
18%.  

There was more than one reason for the decline of South Sea sawmilling industry in Japan. First, it 
was the insufficient supply of logs suited to produce wide-dimension boards, which were replaced by 
domestic and North American logs. Secondly, there was competition against other wood products. For 
example, South Sea lumber was used for stairs and doors. Those applications were gradually taken 
over by laminated wood, plywood and MDF. Thirdly, there was competition against imported lumber. 
Indonesia banned log exports but actively pursued lumber exports. In 1982 imports of South Sea 
lumber was 70,000 m3 only but increased to 460,000 m3 in 1985 and to 900,000 m3 in 1989. With log 
export bans by Indonesia in 1985 and the Philippines in 1986, while the supply of high quality 
sawlogs from Sabah was on the decline, Japan had no choice but to resort to imports of lumber which 
came mostly from Indonesia. Today, the South Sea timber sawmilling industry in Japan has shrunk 
precipitously since the mid 1980’s. 
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BUBBLE ECONOMY AND INCREASE OF PLYWOOD IMPORTS 1985 – 1995 

For about 5 years from 1986 to 1990 the Japanese economy grew by 5% in average per year. It was 
called a bubble economy and land prices and stock prices skyrocketed.  What caused the bubble?  
There are several intricately tangled factors. One factor was artificial rapid appreciation of yen pushed 
by the Plaza Accord. Under the pressure from the U.S. to boost domestic demand, the Bank of Japan 
kept the interest rate to 2.5% from 1987 to 1988. At that time Japanese companies were already 
coming out of recession and they had enough cash flow having been bolstered by expanding export 
sales. The phenomenon of “too much money” appeared in Japan. Another factor was that the 
government increased spending to boost domestic demand, which fanned the bubble to grow larger. In 
addition, there came the lifting of financial regulations. The US demanded total financial 
liberalization, to which Japan agreed. New financial products were created and Japanese companies 
availed themselves of various products for investment and risk hedging purposes. Under the 
circumstances, banks increased lending to real estate and housing financing companies, which 
accelerated the rise of land and stock prices. Speculative investments engulfed not only the corporate 
world but individuals as well. The bubble did not last long when the government decided to tighten 
the credit market in 1990.  

The bubble burst and Japan entered a recession. GDP annual growth rate dropped to below 1% and in 
1995 and 1996 it recorded negative growth. Bankruptcies popped up one after another. Small-to-
medium companies including wood industries suffered a great deal. News of bankruptcies, closing 
down of businesses, and reduction of capital and business operations appeared nearly every day. What 
emerged from the chaotic scene were low-price products. A number of companies shifted their 
production bases to East Asia looking for cheap labor and brought those low-price products to the 
Japanese market. In the 1990’, facing the diminishing log supply caused by the policy changes in 
producing countries, a number of plywood and MDF companies decided to shift production bases 
abroad.  

Japan’s trade surplus in 2 years from 1984 to 1985 reached $100 billion, which was equivalent to the 
total surplus accumulated during the 35 years from 1945 to 1980. Complaints from the US were most 
strident. The U.S. demanded self-control and enlargement of domestic demand. With regard to 
improving market access to U.S. forest products, the initial demand was tariff reduction on softwood 
plywood but the list extended to lumber, pulp and chips, and paper products. Negotiations resulted 
tariff reduction on 14 items of wood products and 9 items of paper products. Tariff on veneers was 
reduced from 15% in January 1986 down to 5% effective April 1987. Plywood with surface/side 
treatment was reduced from 16.3% to 12.5%, and further down to 10% effective April 1988, softwood 
plywood from 15% to 12.5%, then to 10%, hardwood plywood of thickness less than 6mm from 20%, 
to 17.5%, then to 15%, hardwood plywood of 6mm thickness or more from 17% to 13.5%, then to 
10%.  

In addition to tariff reductions, the U.S. demanded further liberalization of the Japanese wood market 
by eliminating non-tariff barriers. In response, the government revised the Japan Agricultural 
Standards (JAS) and Building Code. These measures facilitated increased imports of finished wood 
products in the years that followed. 

Plywood production in Japan during the bubble economy increased from 6.69 million m3 in 1985 to 
7.34 million m3 in 1987. It then dropped to around 6 million and continued at that level for some years 
but fell to 4.42 million m3 in 1995. The share of domestically produced plywood in the total demand 
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including imports declined from 96% in 1985 to 80% in 1987, then to 52% in 1998, which was caused 
by soaring imports of Indonesian plywood and the exodus of Japanese companies abroad.  

When confronted with the Indonesian total log export ban, Japanese plywood manufactures coped 
with the situation by developing a lathe specifically designed to peel small logs from Sarawak. They 
were confident that as long as thin plywood was concerned Japan had a technology advantage. They 
thought thick plywood such as concrete panel would be competitive against Indonesian plywood 
because logs from Sarawak were relatively cheap and their production system was more efficient. 
Their confidence was shattered when the Indonesian government announced export encouragement 
measures. The tariff reduction implemented in 1987 and 1988 also worked to facilitate imports from 
Indonesia. Japan’s imports of plywood were only 570,000 m3 in 1986 but jumped to 1.91 million m3 in 
1988.  In 1992, the Indonesian plywood export business became a monopoly of NIPPINDO, a joint 
venture between a Japanese company and APKINDO (Indonesia Plywood Association), and in 1993 
Japan’s imports shot up to 4.09 million m3.  

Industrialization of wood industries in Malaysia started a little later than in Indonesia. Supported by 
the government’s basic industrial development plan, the plywood industry quickly developed in 
Sarawak. Imports of Malaysian plywood amounted to 370,000 m3 only but it increased to 1.56 million 
m3 in 1997, then to 2.18 million m3 in 2005.   

During this period, in addition to trade friction, the world’s attention was drawn to global 
environmental issues. Since the late 1980’s deforestation in the tropics, acid rain, abnormal weather, 
global warming, desertification and diminishing biodiversity were increasingly recognized as serious 
challenges to the global environment. There were two specific incidents that had direct impact on the 
Japanese wood industries. One was the spotted owl issues in the Pacific North West of the US and the 
other was Penan ethnic group in Sarawak. At that time Sarawak accounted for 60% of the world total 
industrial hardwood exports. In 1986, the Penan tribe who lived deep in the forests and depended on 
hunting protested that their livelihood was threatened by logging by a company to which a Japanese 
company was affiliated. In 1990, representatives of the tribe were invited to Japan by an 
environmental NGO and met with the Japan Lumber Importers Association.  The issue was widely 
covered by the world media, especially in Europe, where a support movement gained momentum and 
a boycott of tropical wood products was initiated.  

The state of Sarawak made a request to ITTO for a study of their forest resources and management. 
Based on the study conducted in 1988, ITTO made public the “Sarawak Report” and recommended 
reduction of harvest volume and improvements in forest management. The government of Sarawak 
accepted the recommendations at the 9th ITTC which was held in the same year. In 1991the Sarawak 
government announced reduction of harvest volume by 1.5 million m3 per year for two years thereby 
bringing it down to 16.7 million m3, and later announced the reduction of harvest volume down to 
700,000 m3 per month during August through December 1992. The announcement triggered a sharp 
rise of South sea logs. High grade meranti’s price was $137/ m3 (FOB) before the announcement but 
went up to $193 by the year end and $250 in January 1993. The impact of sharp rise in prices of North 
American wood caused by spotted owl issues and tropical wood as mentioned above affected even the 
price of New Zealand timber. The so-called “Wood Shock” was felt worldwide. The rise in the prices 
of North American wood was the reason for increasing imports of European wood in the later years.  

In 1992, the UNCED was held and since then “sustainable forestry” became one of the most 
important items on the global agenda. A shift from harvesting of natural forests to planted forests, and 
from low value-added to high value-added wood products started.  
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In Japan, in 1991 an 1992, some local governments and municipalities including Tokyo and Osaka 
announced reduction of the use of tropical wood for their public work. Japan Construction 
Association which was composed of large construction companies declared that they would reduce 
the use of concrete panels made from tropical wood by 35% within 5 years. In response to these 
movements, Japan Plywood Manufactures’ Association announced in 1991 its intention to use more 
and more softwood which is recognized as renewable resource. It was the starting year of the shift 
from hardwood to softwood.  

Initially, plywood manufactures used Radiata pine from New Zealand, which came from planted 
forests and prices were inexpensive. They found out, however, that radiate pine plywood were prone 
to curve, warp and twist. In order to cover the defects of softwood, composite plywood was developed 
which used softwood veneers in the core and hardwood veneers on surfaces. When pouring concrete, 
softwood plywood exuded a substance that prevented hardening of concrete. To solve the problem, 
surface coated plywood was developed. When price of Radiata pine went up, the technical difficulty 
made Japanese manufactures switch to Russian larch (Figure 12). It was opportune for the plywood 
manufactures that harvesting areas in Russian Far East moved from Primorskii krai and the south of 
Khabarovsk krai to northern part of Khabarovsk krai where abundant larch resources were found.  

The worries about the future supply of South Sea timber were shared by plywood manufactures in 
Taiwan and Korea. At the 9th conference of the three countries, they adopted a resolution that 
“diversification of raw material sources should be pursued including hardwoods in PNG, Brazil and 
African countries, and softwoods in Soviet Union, USA and New Zealand while maintaining amicable 
relationships with Malaysia. “   

Figure 12  Plywood manufactures’ log intake by source (1,000 m3) 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
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PERFORMANCE OF HOUSING AND BUILDING MATERIALS 1995 – PRESENT 

After the Great Hanshin Earthquake in 1995 high resistance to earthquakes was added to people’s 
demand on houses on top of air tightness and high insulation. The revisions of the Building Code 
in 1998 and enactment of Housing Quality Assurance Law in 2000 accelerated performance-
based appraisals of houses and building materials. Use of engineered wood and highly processed 
wood products increased as a result. Under the Housing Quality Assurance Law, house builders 
and sellers of new houses are liable for any defects with the structure which may appear over a 
10-year period.  

Performance of a house must be made clear to a buyer or an owner. Third party organizations 
were created which conduct objective appraisals of performances. Use of a third party 
organization by either supplier or buyer/owner is voluntary. Performance displays include 
structural strength, sound barrier, energy savings, fire resistance, natural lighting, ventilation, 
preventive measures for deterioration, easy maintenance, and consideration for crime prevention 
and readiness for aging residents. When a claim is made and cannot be solved by the parties 
concerned, the case can be referred to a dispute resolution organization before going to a judicial 
court.  

The enactment and the Housing Quality Assurance Law and introduction of performance-based 
housing impacted wood building materials tremendously. Lumber for post made a swift switch 
from green lumber to glulam. In 1995, the share of glulam used as posts was 11% only but 
increased to 20% in 1998 and 51% in 2005. Imports of glulam in large quantity as well as 
domestic production enabled these speedy changes. Demand for structural plywood also rose, 
which provided good motivation for manufacturers to pursue vigorously use of softwood species. 
The year 1995 was marked by the Great Earthquake but also by the global shift from wood 
produced from natural forests to planted forests and from products of primary processing to 
higher value-added products of high performance. Japan’s imports of glulam, LVL (Laminated 
Veneer Lumber), finger-jointed lumber, PSL (Parallel Strand Lumber), OSL (Oriented Strand 
Lumber), fiberboard, particleboard, and OSB (Oriented Strand Board) grew. Imports of finished 
furniture as well as furniture parts started increasing. 

One of the prominent changes in the plywood sector was production of structural plywood from 
softwood species. In the initial stage of softwood plywood production, it was a composite product 
of both hardwood and softwood and with surface coating used mostly as concrete panel. The 
Great Earthquake brought changes. Imported structural plywood was used to build 2x4 houses but 
since 1995 it expanded use into post and beam houses as load bearing wall and floor/ roof 
underlayment. Production of structural plywood was 740,000 m3 or 23% of the total production 
volume but in 2005 it grew to 2.24 million m3 or 69% of the total. The share of softwood plywood 
in the structural plywood production increased from 83% in 1998 to 94% in 2005 (Figure 13). On 
the contrary, the share of concrete panel in the total plywood production dropped from 41% in 
1991 to only 6% in 2005.  

The plywood industry in Japan developed initially by using domestic hardwood species from 
Hokkaido. Although the absolute volume continuously declined from the 1970’s to 2000, the 
share of hardwood species was still about 2/3 of the domestic peeler logs supply in 1998 when 
softwood supply was only 42,000 m3. While supply of domestic hardwood peeler logs continued 
the downward trend, that of softwood sharply increased. In 2007, hardwood accounted for less 
than 1% and softwood volume reached 1.62 million m3.  
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With regard to imported peeler logs, in contrast to the dwindling supply of South Sea logs for 
plywood manufacturing in Japan, use of softwood species jumped. In 2002 for the first time in 
history South Sea logs ceded the top position to Russian logs. In 2007, South Sea logs supply fell 
below 1 million m3 and accounted for 24% of the total imported peeler logs and 16% of total logs 
inputs.  

Supply of South Sea logs is now less than 1/10 of the 10 million m3 level enjoyed during the 
period 1970 – 1985. Leading supply for plywood manufacturing is now Russian larch. It reached 
2.95 million m3 in 2004 but since then the rapid growth stopped. One reason was rapid expansion 
of the Chinese wood market, which is now estimated to import 20 million m3 of Russian logs. 
Competition with China for Russian logs forced the Japanese imports to decrease.  

In 1999 the imported Russian log volume was 6.06 million m3 but in 2007 it was 4.03 million m3, 
which represents a 33% drop. Russian government raised log export tax from 6.5% to 20% in 
July 2007 and to 25% in April 2008. It is scheduled to go up to 80% or 50 euro/m3 in 2009. If 
implemented as planned, the impact on the Japanese sawmilling industry and plywood industry 
will be tremendous. So will it be on China, as well as on the global wood market.  

Figure13  Production of plywood (1,000 m3) and share of softwood plywood 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forest & Fisheries 
Note: The right axis for share of softwood plywood in the total plywood production (%). 

The potential of wood supply from domestic forests in Japan is growing. The total growing stock in 
1980 was approximately 2.3 billion m3, which increased to 4 billion m3 in 2002. Of the total growing 
stock, 2.3 billion m3 was occupied by softwood planted forests. The main species is sugi (Cryptomeria 
japonica) and the planted area as of March 2002 was 4.52 million ha, or 44% of the total area of 
planted forests, and the growing stock was 1.3 billion m3. Using more domestic wood either for 
plywood, lumber or any other products is favored gradually by wood industries, building material 
makers, house builders, and local governments and people’s heightened awareness about global 
environmental issues including climate change and CO2 emissions is also a tail wind for domestic 
forestry.  
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During the second half of the 1980’s when global environmental issues caught people’s attention, 
Japanese consumers’ attention was drawn to the so-called “sick house syndrome”. The issue was 
similar to what had happened in Denmark in 1979 concerning health impairment of people working in 
buildings which was termed “sick building syndrome”. It was about tiredness, dizziness, headache, 
sore throat, and respiratory problems people experienced when moving into new houses. It was 
alleged that the cause was VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) that is released from adhesives, paints 
and anti-corrosives contained in building materials and furniture. Air-tightness and high insulation 
promoted for new houses were also partly attributable.  

The Ministry of Construction started a “Healthy House Study Group” with Ministry of Welfare and 
Health, Ministry of Trade and Industries, and Forestry Agency to discuss the issue. It examined air 
pollution by formaldehyde, toluene, xylene, wood preservatives, plastcizer, and termite repellant and 
produced “Design and Construction Guidelines” and a “Users’ manual” and included clean indoor air 
quality as one of the required performances under the Housing Quality Assurance Law. Furthermore, 
the Ministry of Welfare and Health determined the permissible level of indoor formaldehyde 
concentration. Ministry of Construction carried out an extensive study of indoor quality of newly-built 
houses in 2000 and, based on which, revised the Building Code concerning ventilation installation.  

This prompted the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries to revise JAS (Japanese 
Agricultural Standards) and set standards for 
formaldehyde emission Fc0, Fc1 and Fc2. The 
least emission products were given 4 stars 
(F4****) and their interior uses were allowed 
with no limitations. Interior uses of F3 and F2 
products were limited depending on frequency of 
ventilation. F1 products were not to be used on 
interiors. New regulations on formaldehyde 
emissions in Building Code were enacted in 
2003. The JAS also followed by specifying low 
emission standards. These measures pushed 
manufactures of plywood and multi-layer 
flooring to move quickly toward producing low 
formaldehyde products.  

At a retail shop, plywood with F*** and F**** are priced 
higher. 
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FLOORING  

Flooring made and sold in Japan can be divided 
into two categories: single layer flooring and 
multi-layer flooring. Single-layer flooring is 
mainly of hardwood and commonly used in 
public facilities such as gymnasiums and city 
halls. There are no official statistics for the 
production but according to the data compiled 
by the Japan Flooring Manufactures 
Association, which is estimated to cover a little 
more than 40% of the total production, it is 
showing a gradual downward trend since 2003. 
In 2007, the production of single-layer flooring 
by the members was 1.36 million m2, a 25% 
from 2003. Oak has been most popular (Figure 
14).  The share of imported species, which were 
hardwood species from China, Russia and 
Europe, was 3.5%.  Single-layer flooring is not 
desired in apartment building because of noise 
problems and, therefore, the demand will continue to be small compared to multi-layer flooring.  

Multi-layer flooring is made of base material (nearly exclusively imported tropical plywood) and 
inner layers of laminated wood, particleboard, MDF and a surface material (usually a veneer of 
various hardwood species). Demand for multi-layer flooring is affected greatly by housing starts. 
Production of 

multi-layer flooring by the members of Japan 
Multi-layer Flooring Manufacturers’ 
Association is estimated to cover 80% of the 
total production in Japan.  Over the past several 
years it has been between 60 - 70 million m2 
(Figure 15). Due to the outlook for future 
housing starts production of multi-layer flooring 
will follow a downward trend over a long term. 
One good news for flooring is that some 
consumers started preferring flooring, especially 
when they remodel parts of their homes, to 
carpeting which may potentially cause tick 
problems. 

A short-term problem is dwindling supply of tropical plywood and rising prices. Imports of plywood 
with surface treatment and tongues and grooves on the side, which is most likely used as flooring, are 
declining from 4.7 million m2 in 2004 to 2.1 million m2 in 2007 (Figure 16). Noteworthy is that while 
imports from Indonesia and Malaysia dived, those from China are on the rise. Multi-layer flooring 
manufacturers will have to prepare themselves how to secure a stable supply of base materials and 
whether to stick to tropical plywood or other wood materials.  

 

Single-layer birch flooring in a school gym. 

Samples of multi-layer flooring.  
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Figure14  Production of single-layer flooring (1,000 m2) 

Source: Japan Flooring Manufactures’ Association 

 

 

Figure15 .Production of flooring (1,000 m2) 

Source: Japan Multi-layer Flooring Manufactures’ Association 
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Figure16  Imports of plywood for flooring 

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
Note: Included are HS 4412.13-111, HS 4412.13-211, and HS 4412.14-011. 

WOOD DECKS 

Not only the owners of western style houses but in recent years even those of traditional houses 
sometimes build wood decks. In public places such as parks and water fronts, building boardwalks are 
one of the preferred options for local governments and facility managers. For aesthetic and amenity 
reasons wood bridges are regaining popularity in sightseeing spots and parks.  

Wood species used in exterior applications are many. Traditionally, tropical hardwoods were the most 
desirable. Professionals, if there are no budgetary constraints, surely choose tropical hardwoods well 
reputed for their durability such as iron wood (Ulin, Lauraceae Eusideoxylon  zwargeri ) and  
Selangan batu (Shorea maxwelliana, Shorea laevis ) from tropical Asia and Ipe (Tabebuia spp.) from 
South America. Home owners can ask a specialized company to build a wood deck and can choose 
from several species. They learn that in terms of durability tropical hardwoods will be the best choice. 
Problem is the price. They can go to a home center or DIY shops but they find the selections to be 
very limited. They may find SPF (spruce, pine and fir) chemical treat lumber from British Columbia, 
Canada, or Douglas fir or Western Red Cedar from the North American west coast. For tropical 
hardwoods, they will have to go to a specialty shop or in recent years they can buy on line.  
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The issues with tropical hardwoods are 1) 
high price, 2) availability, and 3) 
environmental concerns. Supply of tropical 
hardwoods is becoming much tighter lately 
and there is no assurance for future supply of 
stable quantity. The absolute volume needed 
for the demand for wood decks in Japan has 
been and will continue to be small but there 
will be definitely a solid demand. Because of 
shrinking supply from tropical Asia, relatively 
species relatively unknown in the past have 
been imported from Brazil and promoted by 
wood deck material suppliers. They include 
Itauba (Mezilaurus Itauba taub), Cumaru 
(Dipteryx Odorata), Macaran (Manilkara spp), 

Garapa (Apuleia spp.), Tigerwood (Astronium spp.) and Jatoba (Hymenaea Courbaril). With regard to 
African wood, Iroko (Chlorophora spp.) is best known but Afzelia (Afzelia africana) is gradually 
introduced into the Japanese market. Australian cypress (Callitris glauca) is also promoted by some 
companies. Of the softwood species, most popular is Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata).  

Competition among wood species is tough. Scandinavian pine flooring and Japanese cedar (sugi) 
flooring both with adequate treatment have joined the competitive market. People want tropical 
hardwood as deck but they may settle with Western Red Cedar because of affordability. Competition 
from wood-plastic combination (WPC) products is also growing for its appeal for maintenance free. 
Disposal will be problematic, though.  

 

Residential deck of Ulin. 
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ISSUES SURROUNDING TROPICAL WOOD 

WOOD FROM PLANTED FORESTS IN THE TROPICS 

Rubber wood 
Of all the planted species in the tropics rubber wood is most widely used in Japan but no official 
statistics exist with regard to the volume. When latex extraction declined, rubber trees were cut down 
and replanted. The tree trunks were sold in local markets as cheap wood. When log exports from 
Indonesia completely stopped, Japanese furniture makers started using rubber wood on a trial basis 
first. Intentions of producing countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia to add higher value to rubber 
wood, which ran export promotion campaigns, matched Japan’s need to secure alternative sources for 
tropical wood for furniture.  

In the initial stage rubber wood was imported as logs, which 
were processed into laminated wood and widely used to 
make children’s study desks. In Japan, when a child enters 
elementary school, it was customary for parents or 
sometimes grand-parents to buy a new study desk as a gift. 
From the mid 1990’s log imports were replaced by imports 
of lumber and laminated wood, and later by finished 
products. Imports of wooden furniture, wooden windows 
and window frames, wooden doors and door frames 
increased sharply. From 1996 to 2005, imports of wooden 
furniture increased by 3.8 times from 157,000 ton to 
609,000 ton , windows and window frames 2.8 times from 
6000 ton to 17,000 ton, and wooden doors and door frames 
2.4 times from 25,000 ton to 61,000 ton. A large part of 
imported tables and chairs was considered made of rubber 
wood. At furniture stores for general consumers, many items 
are of rubber wood these days. First of all, the price is very 
affordable. Second, the color of rubber wood is light and 
easy to stain to look like oak or teak. It can be stained to 

artificial colors to appeal to younger generations.  

The value of wooden furniture imports in 2002 was 190 billion yen or roughly $2 billion. Imports 
from Asia accounted for 84%.  China was the top exporter to Japan occupying 39% of imports from 
Asia and 32% of the total imports. In 2007 the total imports increased by 20% to 228 billion yen, of 
which Asia accounted for 88%. While imports from most countries dipped a little over the five year 
period, only those from China and Vietnam increased. Imports from China grew by 80% to 111 
billion yen, occupying 55% of the Asia total and 49% of the world total. Imports from Vietnam are 
still small in absolute value but increased by 90% over the period. Total shipment value of furniture 
from Japanese manufactures in 2006 dropped 7% from 992 billion yen in 2002 to 924 billion yen. The 
value of imports was about ¼ of the domestic shipment value and the share of imports tends to go up. 
Wooden furniture from China is selling well in Japan because of the price competitiveness. For inner 
cores light and cheap products such as poplars and falcataria are used and surfaced with tropical or 
temperate hardwood veneers. Chinese products pose tough competition to those of other Asian 
countries. 

Children’s study desk made of rubber 
wood. 
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Figure17 Value of imports of wooden furniture (1,000,000 yen) 

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 

Albizzia Falcataria is, with its light weight, widely used as small gift boxes and also made into block-
board to be used commonly as shelves. In Japanese DIY stores or super markets, a small shelf 
assembly kit is sold for around 1000 yen or less than $10. It is also imported as lumber core for 
furniture making in Japan. It is sometimes used as lamina for decorative laminated wood, which is 
overlaid with high grade veneers of sugi or hinoki and used as non-structural posts in alcoves in 
traditional Japanese houses, restaurants and inns but demand volume is relatively small due to 
westernization of Japanese houses.  

Acacia mangium was not appreciated in the Japanese market because of the low quality of wood. 
However, Acacia hybrid between A. mangium and A. auriculiformis has a straight trunk and does not 
have core rot which is the serious defect of A. mangium. On top of that, its specific gravity is larger 
and has higher strength.  Expecting it to be accepted as building materials, furniture making, and 
general construction materials, one Japanese company is investing in trial planting of this species in 
Indonesia and Malaysia. In Japan, manufacturing of plywood, flooring and track floor board has 
already started using A. hybrid. Some particleboard manufactures are using acacia species.  

In the Japanese market, tropical fast growing planted species, with low price as the competitive edge, 
have a good potential to be used in a variety of ways including as engineered wood.   

AFRICAN WOOD 

The volume of African wood used in Japan is very small today. The single largest sector that used 
tropical wood was the plywood industry and a large volume of species of similar quality was needed. 
Dipterocarp species were most suitable in that regard. The plywood industry did not highly appreciate 
African hardwoods because they were composed of a number of species with significantly differing 
attributes. For lumber as well, the Japanese market in general preferred light colored wood such as 
white meranti and white seraya. Most of African wood was dark colored and was used in small 
quantity mainly for furniture, interior and flooring. When log supply to the plywood industry was very 
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tight some companies resorted to African wood as a substitute. In recent years, a limited volume is 
used as exterior wood and bridge building.  

In the early 1990’s when Sarawak reduced log exports and prices shot up, Japanese plywood 
companies started buying African wood as an alternative source. It did not last long. One reason was 
the very long distance and another was the scarcity of freight vessels available. A typical case was 
that a freight vessel from Japan carried various goods to ports in South East Asia, loaded rice into the 
emptied space here and there, and then travelled to several ports on the east coast or west coast of 
Africa to deliver rice. Too many days were needed and it was difficult for importers and plywood 
manufactures to systematically plan log arrivals. In 1996 imports of African logs peaked at 664,000 
m3 but were continuously on the decline and went down to around 10,000 m3 only in recent years.  

The volume is very small but some species are used for exterior applications and bridges for their high 
durability: Azobe, Bongossi, Ekki (L. procera). It was during the bubble economy period in the late 
1980’s when exterior wood gained popularity in Japan. People were attracted to western style houses 
and started adding wooden veranda and decks. In public works as well, Jarrah and Bongossi were 
used for board walks. In the middle of 1990’s English gardening boom appeared and popularity of 
wood decks grew. With regard to bridge construction, in old times most bridges were wooden but 
during the high economic growth they were replaced by steel/concrete bridges. Lately, revival of 
wooden bridges is sporadically seen in Japan. The backdrop of this new phenomenon is, firstly, local 
governments are trying to utilize wood resources available locally to enhance environmental 
considerations. Secondly, technological development such as glulam enabled large wooden structures. 
Thirdly, wooden bridges are preferred from aesthetic, design and amenity viewpoints. One issue with 
wooden bridges is maintenance. There was a case where a Bongossi bridge, which had been touted as  
maintenance-free, collapsed.  

Other tropical species being commonly used as exterior wood are Ipe, Tabebuia, and Lapacho from 
South America, Jarrah from Australia, and Kempas, Balau, Selangan batsu, Merbau, Apitong, and 
Keruing from South East Asia.  Some African species are used to produce thinly sliced veneers: 
African mahogany, Assamela, Bubinga, Iroko, Makore, Moabi, Obeche, Okume, Sapelli, and Zebra 
wood. From South East Asia several species are used as slicers: Agathis, Nyatoh, Manggasinoro, 
Mersawa, teak, Pterocarpus indicus, Dalbergia cochinchinensis, Diospyros ebenum, and Cassia 
siamera.  

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND ILLEGAL LOGGING 

Decline of plywood industry in Indonesia 
In the Japanese wood market history, distancing from South Sea timber occurred four times. The first 
was triggered by formation of SEALPA, which reduced log production and exports and raised prices. 
It was a severe blow to the South Sea lumber producers in Japan, whose business shrank rapidly. The 
second incident was Indonesia’s log export ban in 1985 and government-enforced plywood exports 
since then. Japanese plywood manufactures were able to shift log supply to Sarawak and domestic 
plywood demand was supplemented by imports but they started thinking hard about the future of 
South Sea wood. The third was the significant reduction of log exports from Sarawak in the early 
1990. Globally, the world markets started look cautiously at tropical wood from environmental 
viewpoints at this time. In Japan plywood manufactures initiated the shift to softwood. The fourth was 
concern about rampant illegal logging and trade in Indonesia which was caused by the chaotic 
situation as a result of economic and political confusion. Distancing from South Sea timber by the 
Japanese buyers further progressed.  
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Since the middle of the 1990’s imports of South Sea lumber declined sharply. In 1995 the imported 
volume was 1.04 million m3 but in 2007 it fell to less than ¼ of that level or 0.23 million m3 of which 
Malaysia accounted for 71%. Imports of plywood from Indonesia and Malaysia combined peaked at 4.78 
m3 in 1997 but since then following a declining trend. The shrinkage of imports from Indonesia is most 
prominent. The import volume of 1.12 million m3 in2007 was less than 1/3 of the peak level (3.44 million 
m3 in 1993).  

After the Suharto administration disintegrated the plywood industry was weakened. Membership of 
APKINDO, in which Bob Hassan built his power base with President Suharto’s backing, became 
voluntary. Along with the restructuring of forest harvesting licenses, allowable cut volume was 
reduced and log securing was no longer easy for plywood mills. Financial backstopping of plywood 
industry used to come mostly from overseas Chinese capital groups but they were weakened by the 
Asia currency crisis in the late 1990’s and ensuing economic crisis in Indonesia.  

Decentralization of forest management from the central government to provincial governments gave 
rise to illegal logging. Even though it started on a small scale by economically distressed local people, 
systematic large-scale illegal logging gradually emerged involving not only logging companies but 
also processing companies, exporters and overseas importers. It is said that most of illegally produced 
logs were sold to China where wood demand expanded rapidly under high economic growth as well 
as Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. It is alleged that those sold to Malaysia were 
processed into plywood in Sarawak and Sabah and exported to Japan.  

These problems related to illegal logging and trade affected FTA (Free Trade Agreement) 
negotiations which attempt to eliminate import tariffs bilaterally. When the Japan Malaysia Economic 
Partnership Agreement (EPA) was signed in December 2005, the issue was raised with regard to 
illegal logging and trade. The concern was that some wood products exported to Japan were produced 
with logs illegally produced in Indonesia and sold to Malaysia. The two countries agreed on 
“Sustainable forest management and trade of legally produced wood”  under which experts from two 
countries would discuss 1) measures to promote sustainable forest management in the respective 
countries, 2) promotion of trade of wood and wood products from sustainable sources, 3) research and 
development and technical transfer in innovative methods and technology for wood utilization, 4) 
international framework on forests and wood including ITTO and AFP (Asia Forest partnership). 
With regard to elimination of plywood tariffs, the matter was deferred on the grounds that assurance 
was needed to the effect Japan bound products are not from illegal sources. The EPA with Indonesia 
was concluded in August 2008 and effectuated in July 2008 but here, too, elimination of plywood 
tariffs was deferred as a matter for further consultation.  

Illegal logging and green purchasing 
Since the Birmingham Summit in 1998, the issue of illegal logging has attracted international 
attention. At the Gleneagles Summit in the U.K. in 2005, an action program which included 
government purchasing, trade control and support to producing countries was agreed upon. At the G8 
environment and development ministers’ meeting, agreement was reached on a number of measures 
including support to producing countries, phased-in approach to illegal logging by trade measures, 
and encouragement of public purchasing policies that give priorities to legally produced wood.  

Following the Gleneagles Summit the Japanese government revised the Green Purchasing Law in 2006. It 
required legality of wood and wood products purchased by government to be proven and sustainability is 
also desired in addition to the requirement of low formaldehyde emission. It was one part of the overall 
plan laid out by the Basic Law for Establishing the Recycling-Based Society. The Basic Law for Recycling 
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has foundation on this law and stipulates recycling of automobiles, food products, construction materials, 
electronic appliances, and packaging and containers. The Green Purchasing Law covers paper, stationary, 
office furniture, bed frame, and materials used for public work such as lumber, plywood, glulam and LVL. 
In 2007, flooring materials and printed materials like pamphlets were added to the list. Proving legality of 
wood and wood products was to follow the “Guideline for Verification on Legality and Sustainability of 
Wood and Wood Products” prepared by the Forestry Agency. The text of the Guidelines is found in the 
Annex. 

The  Guidelines list following three ways of legality verification:  

1) Forest certification system and chain of custody system; 
2) Verification method by company under the authorization of Association; 
3) Verification method by original measure of each company. 

 

The first is to obtain forest certification and CoC certification from FSC, PEFC, and Japan-specific 
SGEC (Sustainable Green Ecosystem Council).  

The second is to follow a voluntary code of conduct of an industry association. A code of conduct may 
include a position statement against illegal logging and trade, cooperation with the government, and public 
awareness raising and promotion of wood and wood products of which legality is verified. Also included 
will be how to administer differentiation and treatment of verified and non-verified products as well as 
monitoring and recording systems. Industry associations can certify member companies in the light of their 
respective codes of conduct. The certified companies can ship their products with documents to attest the 
legality. The chain can extend to the very end users. As of September 2008 102 associations including 
Japan Federation of Wood Industry Associations, National Federation of  Forest Cooperatives, and Japan 
Plywood Manufactures’ Association already prepared a code of conduct each  and certified approximately 
5,000 companies as supplier of legal wood. 

The third is original endeavors of companies. Relatively large companies are capable of producing 
voluntary codes of conduct and announcing them publicly. Large members of Japan Paper Association and 
Japan Lumber Importers’ Association are promoting their own programs.   In any cases, important aspects 
are separate handling and recording of verified and non-verified products all the way through from forests  
to processing mills, distribution channels to end users and accountability at each step. Whichever options 
companies adopt, enforcement of the Green Purchasing Law is likely to accelerate forest and CoC 
certification.  

At the moment green purchasing is a government-led initiative. Lately, some companies in various 
sectors including construction, housing, furniture and stationary are trying to promote use of wood 
from planted forests and from thinning as well as active purchasing of certified and legality-verified 
wood and wood products. It is part of a corporate strategy to differentiate themselves from others by 
displaying proactive positions toward environmental issues and show good corporate citizenship.  

Forest certification 
The wave of forest certification reached Japan several years later than in Europe and North America. The first 
certification was an ISO EMS obtained by Sumitomo Forestry Corporation in 1999. One of the reason for the 
time lag was that demand and consumption of wood are very different than those in Europe and North 
America. In the US, for example, market of existing homes is highly developed and owners are keen on 
maintaining the property for higher sales value. They frequently visit large DIY shops and home centers. 
Consumers’ propensity or desire for not wanting to use wood and wood products which may negatively 
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affect environment directly impact retailers and those in the distribution channels and eventually 
manufacturers and forest owners. It was triggered by the movement to boycott tropical wood in Europe in the 
late 1980’s. On the other hand in Japan, market of existing houses is extremely small. Owners’ eagerness for 
good maintenance and value improvement is lacking. Even when maintenance is needed, they usually ask 
specialists and rarely do the jobs themselves. They have fewer opportunities to buy wood and wood products 
or direct specialists to use environmentally better wood. Other factors are 1) forest vegetation is more 
complex than that in Europe and North America, 2) forest ownership is very small in size and cost of 
obtaining certification is too prohibitive.  

In 2000 the first FSC forest certification was obtained by a private forest owner in Mie prefecture. 
Since then it gradually grew and as of September 2008 there were 24 owners whose total area was 
263,500 ha. One of the characteristics of FSC certified forests is that local governments’ forests 
account for about 60% of the total and forest cooperatives 25%. The combined areas of 5 large 
owners occupy 80% of the total. There were 787 CoC certificate holders, of which 43% were by 
printing and publishing companies and 32% by paper distribution and related businesses.  

There are no PEFC-certified forests since no mutual recognition exists. CoC certificates, however, 
have been obtained by 107 companies handling a variety of imported products such as lumber, 
plywood, wood chips, daily goods and paper.  

In 2003 a Japan-original forest certification system SGEC was born. The SGEC scheme is based on the 
criteria and indicators of the Montreal Process. It established 7 criteria and 35 indicators and tries to build on 
the existing forest management plans mandated by the Forestry Agency, protection forest system, and forest 
operation plans , with particular attention to public functions of forests. It was first adopted by two large paper 
companies for their forests, namely Oji Paper Company and Nippon Paper Company. As of October 2008 
SGEC-certified forest covered 727,000 ha with 66 owners. There were 267 CoC certificate holders, of which 
about 60% were logging companies and 31% sawmills, and the rest included pre-cut mills and construction 
companies. The SGEC currently does not have any mutual agreement with other schemes and, therefore, 
deals with domestic forests.  

EXPANDING WOOD MARKET IN CHINA  

In China sales of land and houses by individuals were prohibited but the revisions of Land 
Management Act in 1988 allowed sales of the right to use land. Since then development and 
transactions of real estate expanded rapidly and a housing market was created in the 1990’s with the 
backing of the housing system reform done by the government. House ownership by individuals was 
promoted and houses for sale grew rapidly in number. The total floor area of houses sold in 1995 was 
67.87 million m2. In 2005 it soared seven fold to 495.88 million m2. The floor area per person of a 
newly built house in urban districts grew larger year after year from 13.7 m2 in 1990 to 16.3 m2 in 
1995 and to 35 m2 in 2005. In rural areas as well, it increased from 17.8 m2, to 21 m2 and to 40m2 over 
the same period. 

Despite the growing demand, domestic log production fell from 67.67 m3 in 1995 to 44.36 m3 in 2002.  
It then picked up a little and in 2005 the production volume was 55.60 million m3. The share of 
imports in the total demand rose from 22% in 2000 to 35% in 2005. Production of wood products in 
China is dominated by such large surface items as plywood and fiberboard. The reason is related to 
the housing needs in the country. In urban areas a great majority of people live in apartment buildings 
whereas in rural areas single detached brick houses are most common. Demand of wood is for interior 
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of multi-family dwellings in urban areas as flooring, walls and other non-structural applications. That 
is why logs are converted more into panels than lumber.  

China has become the largest market for wood products in the world. Wood industries in the world 
including entered this huge market in some form or other. A number of Japanese companies, most of 
which are distributors of wood products but including some laminated wood manufactures, made 
capital investments since 2000 attracted by cheap labor and raw material costs. In 2008, after the 
Beijing Olympic Games, the real estate market cooled significantly and the number of housing sales 
went down. The government’s policy to tighten credit, strengthening of the Chinese currency, 
reduction of payback to export tax, rising wages and transportation costs worked as dampers to the 
economy. How the financial crisis which originated in the US may affect the Chinese economy is 
unknown but reaction to some degree to the unusual swelling more than the reality will eventually 
appear. There is no doubt that the Japanese wood industries as well as those in the tropical countries 
will be affected by this huge market both as buyers and competitors of wood and wood products. 

CHALLENGES TO THE JAPANESE PLYWOOD INDUSTRY 

Decades ago Japan was one of the largest buyers of wood in the world. However, globalization, 
diversification and advent of various products changed Japan’s relative weight in the world wood trade. 
According to FAO, in 1990 Japan was the top importer of logs (40% of the world total), second in place 
for lumber (10%) after US, and also second (14%) for wood-based panels.  Japan still had a bargaining 
power then and played the role of price leader. In recent years the landscape changed a lot. In 2005 in 
terms of traded volume of logs Japan was in the third place (10%), the second for lumber (7%), and the 
third for wood-based panels (7%). The rankings remained relatively high but the shares were falling 
significantly. Instead, China emerged as a big player. 

The Japanese plywood industry has been greatly affected by the rapid expansion of the Chinese 
economy and its appetite for wood. In the early 1990’s Japanese plywood companies started their shift 
to using Russian larch from tropical wood. In recent years, more than 40% of Russian log exports 
were directed to China. Japan imported about 4 million m3 of logs from Russia in 2007 and China is 
reported to have bought 20 million m3. The price leader for Russian logs is China now. The Japanese 
plywood industry is pressed to reduce dependency on Russian larch. It needs to consider securing of 
raw materials from multiple sources including New Zealand, Chile, and fast-growing planted species 
in the tropics, in addition to Russian wood.  It needs to take into consideration stable quantity and 
fluctuations of freight currency exchange rates. Introduction of the 80% log export tax will no doubt 
force this transition. 

In addition, awareness among business entities of illegal logging and forest certification is being 
enhanced. Plywood manufactures as well as other wood industries sooner or later will need to assure 
traceability. Being confronted with these issues, it is time for the plywood industry to pursue new 
directions as a socially and environmentally responsible supplier of materials the society needs.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

The volume of tropical wood imported into Japan in any forms including logs, lumber, plywood and 
other panels, laminated wood, and other engineered wood have been on the decline in general over the 
past two decades. Due to resource constraints in producing countries and as a result of their efforts to 
attain sustainable forest management, this trend will most likely continue. Requirements by the 
Japanese market, either stemming from government policies or the private sector, for sustainability 
and legality of imported wood products and for quality including low or zero formaldehyde emission 
will not lessen. Competition from other wood products such as those made from softwood species will 
continue to grow. Non-wood substitute materials are always trying to cut into the wood market.       

Forces of change in the Japanese wood market, including tropical wood, are multifold:  

(1) Quality and safety of houses 
The Housing Quality Assurance Law dramatically changed what kind of building materials 
are to be used in housing construction. Builders are obliged to submit structural calculations 
to be approved by government authorities. They shifted from green lumber to KD or 
engineered wood such as glulam. 

(2) Concerns for health 
Emission from wood products of VOC such as formaldehyde has been raised by the media as 
harmful to human health. In response, the government and industries set up stringent 
standards. Recently, all wood products from building materials to furniture tend to go toward 
low or zero formaldehyde emission.  

(3) Building Code 
The North American platform and frame houses and three-story wooden houses were made 
possible only after the approvals by the Building Code. Four-story wooden buildings will be 
approved with some limitations. Those changes in government regulations impact building 
materials to be used.  

(4) Demographics 
As of October 2005 the Japanese population was 127.8 million and those of 65 years of age 
and older comprised more than 20%. Japan is becoming an aging society with fewer children. 
Housing to accommodate senior citizens’ needs is demanded. 

(5) Consumers’ preference 
People’s tastes and preferences for housing are changing, e.g. traditional Japanese style 
houses vs. western style houses, single detached houses in the suburbs vs. apartments in the 
urban areas, light color vs. dark color furniture, wooden vs. concrete block fences, etc.  

(6) Concerns for environment 
Japan used to be criticized as a destroyer of tropical forests. Media attention and campaigns 
by NGOs raised public awareness, which affected use of tropical wood by individuals and 
corporations to a certain extent. In recent years, now that Japan imports much less tropical 
wood than before, global warming has become the number one issue with regard to global 
environment. Use of locally produced wood is being promoted by citizens’ groups and some 
local governments for the merit of low CO2 emission compared to imported wood that comes 
from thousands of miles away. Use of wood compared with other basic materials as steel and 
concrete is also being promoted from life cycle assessment viewpoints. 

(7) Green purchasing 
At the moment, green purchasing is an initiative by the government only. The volume and 
value of wood products purchased by the government are relatively small but some industry 
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groups are following with voluntary actions. With regard to wood products, legality (a must) 
and sustainability (desirable) are important as well as low formaldehyde emission.  

(8) Policies of exporting countries 
Historically, log export bans by countries in the tropics forced the Japanese plywood 
manufactures to shift to using softwood. Russia’s policy to make log export virtually 
impossible by very high tax will no doubt impact plywood and sawmilling industries in Japan. 

(9) Exchange rates 
Strength of Japanese yen affects considerably the price competitiveness of imported wood.  
 

One thing that will not change will be 
Japanese consumers’ preference for wood to 
other materials. If asked, a great majority will 
respond that they like wood, especially solid 
wood over engineered or composite wood 
products. There have been well-established 
end uses for specific tropical species. Their 
positions have been weakened by competition 
from other wood products and substitute 
materials. One main reason why tropical 
hardwoods’ market share diminished is 
simply price. Even though consumers want 
solid tropical hardwoods, they are often too 
expensive. Other reason is instability of 
supply. Companies dealing with retailers or 
consumers cannot make a long-term business 
plan. There are very few companies which 
handle exclusively tropical wood these days 
because they need to respond to the wide 
ranging needs of their customers. Stability in 
price and quantity will be the two key 
elements for them.  

 

A company showcase of non-structural wood 
materials such as frames and casing including 
tropical wood. 
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ANNEX 1 

GUIDELINE FOR VERIFICATION ON LEGALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY OF WOOD 
AND WOOD PRODUCTS 

(Provisional Translation)  
15 February 2006 
Wood Products Division 
Forestry Agency of Japan 

SUMMARY 

Illegal logging is a very important problem to be solved for the world wide preservation of 
environment and sustainable forest management. Government of Japan has been tackling this problem 
based upon the principle that 'illegally harvested timber should not be used'. Cooperation at bilateral, 
regional and multilateral phase, developing technology for distinguishing illegally harvested timber, 
supporting measures in private sector and so forth have been carried out as countermeasures against 
illegal logging. 

Besides, G8 Gleneagles Summit held in UK July 2005 endorsed the outcome of the G8 Environment 
and Development Ministerial Conference which committed ourselves to a range of actions to adopt 
public procurement policy, to control illegal logging and associated trade, and to assist timber 
producing countries. And in "JAPAN'S CLIMATE INITIATIVE", it is also referred to that actions 
should be taken to tackle illegal logging through government procurement policy and other related 
policies. Under these circumstances, Government of Japan set up the methods for verifying legality 
and sustainability of wood and wood products and decided to promote verified products as 
appropriate items for procurement of ministries and agencies, independent administrative institutions, 
special legal entities and so forth, by means of amending "Basic Policy on Promoting Green 
Purchasing" of "Law Concerning the Promotion of Procurement of Eco-Friendly Goods and Services 
by the State and Other Entities" (Law No.100 of 2000). 

This guideline are drawn up to indicate some points to which the supplier of wood and wood products 
should pay proper attention when they verify legality and sustainability of their supply. 

DEFINITION 

The definition of each terms in this guideline are as follows. 

（１）Legality 

The timber to be procured should be harvested in legal manner consistent with procedures in the 
forest laws of timber producing countries and areas. 

（２）Sustainability 

The timber to be procured should be harvested from the forest under sustainable management. 
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（３）Forest Certification System 

System in which third party institution assesses and certificates the forest management level based on 
the standard settled by the independent forest certification institution. 

（４）CoC (Chain of Custody) Certification System 

System in which third party institution assesses and certificates the company about its way of custody 
to separate wood and wood products which originated in forest with certification properly from those 
not. 

（５）Separate Custody Management 

The way of custody to manage wood and wood products verified with legality and sustainability 
separated from those not. 

METHODS OF VERIFICATION 

Examples of methods of verification on legality and sustainability of wood and wood products are as 
follows. 

（１）Forest certification system and chain of custody system 

Outline 
This method utilizes forest certification system and chain of custody system in which the third party 
institution assesses and certificates the forest under sustainable management and wood and wood 
products harvested from such forest are under separate custody and consumers could purchase these 
items selectively. (Reference No.1) 

Notes 
Legality and sustainability need to be verified by the certification seal on wood and wood products, 
payment or receiving slips and so forth connecting with CoC certification. 

（２） Verification method by company under the authorization of association 

Outline 
Associations for forest owners, forestry or wood industry make their voluntary code of conduct for 
supplying wood and wood products verified with legality and sustainability. Under these voluntary 
code of conduct, the scheme to guarantee the association member’s adequate way of supplying wood 
and wood products verified with legality and sustainability (for example, scheme to assess and 
guarantee the system for separate management, document management, etc.) and points to be paid 
proper attention when supplying wood and wood products and other articles should be prescribed and 
announced publicly. In more concrete term, guaranteed company issues the paper (verification), to the 
related company closest in commercial process, which verifies that wood and wood products they 
supply are with legality and sustainability and under separate custody management. And verification 
is issued repeatedly and mutually at each supply stage to make chain of verification on legality and 
sustainability. (Reference No.2) 
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Notes 
General notes 
In the verification at each stage on legality and sustainability, the given number when verified should 
be described in addition to the basic information about list of items amount and so forth of objective 
wood and wood products. 

Notes at harvesting stage 
At harvesting stage, in addition to the basic subjects in general notes, the name of site where the 
timber was harvested should be described and legality and sustainability should be verified as 
indicated below. 

Regarding legality, it should be described in the verification that the timber was harvested in legal 
manner consistent with procedures in the forest laws of timber producing countries and areas. 

Regarding sustainability, it should be described in the verification that the timber was harvested from 
the forest under sustainable management. 

Notes at processing and distributing stage 
At processing and distributing stage, in addition to the basic subjects in general notes (②a. above), it 

should be described in the verification that the products are verified with legality and sustainability or 
made from materials verified. 

Notes at delivery stage 
At delivery stage, on requests from purchaser, in addition to the basic subjects in general notes it 
should be described in the verification that wood and wood products for delivery are verified with 
legality and sustainability. 

Notes for other points 
Verification of legality and sustainability needs the description of necessary subjects, but statement of 
delivery with necessary description of these subjects could be substituted for the verification. Part of 
description of subjects in the verification could be omitted if the copy of existing documents (such as 
statement of delivery) with the same contents as verification are attached. 

（３）Verification method by original measure of each company 

Outline 
Company such as large scale one, not adopting the method (1) or (2) above, verify legality and 
sustainability by means of its original measure under comprehension of distribution process from 
harvesting to delivery. 

Notes 
Regarding legality and sustainability, the same level of reliability need to be secured as the verification 
method by the company under the authorization of association for forest owners, forestry or wood industry. 

PRESERVATION OF VERIFICATION 

Related company should preserve verification they issued during definite terms and present 
underlying documents if required. 
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ASSESSMENT AND REVIEW 

This guideline will be assessed and reviewed by the multi-stakeholder meeting composed of diverse 
members such as related associations for forest owners, forestry or wood industry, persons from 
academic society and environment NGO with examination about the enforcement situation among the 
persons and companies concerned in wood and wood products sector corresponding to the 
government procurement based on the "Basic Policy on Promoting Green Purchasing", and proper 
amendment may be added as occasion demands. 
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ANNEX II 

STATISTICAL TABLES 

 Table 1: Demand of wood in Japan 

Table 2: Imports of logs by source 

Table 3: Housing starts and share of wooden houses 

Table 4: Imports of lumber by source 

Table 5: Imports of hardwood plywood 

Table 6: Sawmills’ log intake volume by source 

Table 7: Number of sawmills that processed South Sea logs  

Table 8: Construction of wooden houses by type 

Table 9: Production, exports and imports of plywood and number of mills 

Table 10: Imports of South Sea logs by country 

Table 11: Plywood mills’ log intake by source 

Table 12: Production of softwood plywood  

Table 13: Production of single-layer flooring by species 

Table 14: Production of flooring 
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Table1: Demand of wood in Japan (1000 m3, log-equivalent) and self-sufficiency rate 
 lumber pulp and chips plywood and 

veneers 
others Industrial 

wood total 
self-

sufficiency % 
fuelwood shiitake 

bedlogs 

1955 30,295  8,285  2,297  4,401  45,278  95 19,928    

1956 32,271  8,811  2,776  4,657  48,515  93 19,694    

1957 32,505  10,917  2,680  5,112  51,214  93 20,090    

1958 32,298  8,253  2,584  4,876  48,011  91 17,074    

1959 33,712  9,181  3,094  5,137  51,124  89 14,788    

1960 37,789  10,189  3,178  5,391  56,547  87 14,920    

1961 40,891  11,834  3,365  5,475  61,565  83 12,577    

1962 41,964  12,805  4,090  5,097  63,956  79 11,192    

1963 44,424  14,615  4,352  4,370  67,761  75 9,406    

1964 46,751  15,053  4,943  4,081  70,828  73 8,170    

1965 47,084  14,335  5,187  3,924  70,530  71 6,267    

1966 50,373  16,375  6,257  3,871  76,876  67 5,594    

1967 55,398  19,375  7,476  3,698  85,947  61 4,828  1,325  

1968 58,981  20,225  8,921  3,688  91,815  53 3,977  1,455  

1969 59,534  22,122  10,597  3,317  95,570  49 2,815  1,485  

1970 62,009  24,887  13,059  2,724  102,679  45 2,348  1,574  

1971 59,801  25,715  13,362  2,527  101,405  45 2,326  1,794  

1972 63,613  26,202  14,309  2,380  106,504  41 2,094  1,899  

1973 67,470  30,415  17,151  2,545  117,581  36 1,558  1,881  

1974 60,734  34,957  14,481  2,868  113,040  35 1,536  1,850  

1975 55,341  27,298  11,173  2,557  96,369  36 1,132  1,802  

1976 57,394  29,639  12,939  2,637  102,609  35 1,086  1,840  

1977 56,564  29,841  12,717  2,732  101,854  34 1,050  1,957  

1978 57,560  29,597  13,585  2,675  103,417  32 892  2,035  

1979 60,314  32,137  13,915  3,420  109,786  31 937  2,116  

1980 56,713  35,868  12,840  3,543  108,964  32 1,200  2,047  

1981 48,718  29,056  11,086  2,969  91,829  34 791  1,966  

1982 47,862  28,279  10,499  3,517  90,157  36 924  1,852  

1983 45,990  30,584  10,849  3,738  91,161  35 610  1,936  
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1984 44,518  32,433  10,664  3,746  91,361  36 614  1,988  

1985 44,539  32,915 11,217 4,230 92,901 36 572 1,974  

1986 44,933  33,558 10,942 5,073 94,506 34 481 1,898  

1987 47,937  34,671 13,463 7,065 103,136 30 423 1,823  

1988 53,681  38,265 13,020 1,316 106,282 29 443 1,735  

1989 55,481  42,313 14,703 1,353 113,850 27 519 1,616  

1990 53,887  41,344 14,546 1,383 111,160 26 517 1,563  

1991 52,230  44,245 14,216 1,475 112,166 25 548 1,423  

1992 50,551  42,760 13,800 1,419 108,530 25 640 1,374  

1993 51,159  40,894 14,533 1,787 108,373 24 681 1,262  

1994 51,001  42,376 14,099 2,025 109,501 22 711 1,186  

1995 50,384  44,931 14,314 2,301 111,930 21 721 1,055  

1996 49,758  43,822 15,726 3,018 112,324 20 749 967  

1997 48,339  43,736 15,252 2,574 109,901 20 777 956  

1998 37,161  42,140 11,146 1,609 92,056 21 773 979  

1999 41,178  40,956 13,705 1,970 97,809 19 972 906  

2000 40,946  42,186 13,825 2,303 99,260 18 940 803  

2001 37,084  38,706 13,074 2,377 91,241 18 977 718  

2002 34,856  37,607 13,226 2,436 88,125 18 984 653  

2003 34,766 36,979 12,810 2,636 87,191 19 1,050 634 

2004 35,041 37,981 13,976 2,802 89,800 18 1,028 610 

2005 32,901 37,608 12,586 2,763 85,858 20 1,001 565 

2006 33,032 36,907 13,720 3,131 86,790 20 979 535 

2007 30,455 37,132 11,260 3,522 82,369 23 976 542 
Source: Forestry Agency 
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Table 2: Imports of logs by source (1,000 m3) 

N. America 
  USA Canada Sub-total 

South Sea Russia NZ Chile Africa Others Total 

1985 7,812  1,381  9,193  13,245  5,565  294  381  100  122  28,900  
1986 8,334  1,433  9,767  12,143  6,306  260  270  82  100  28,929  
1987 9,702  1,898  11,601  13,516  6,125  389  252  253  156  32,292  
1988 9,468  1,222  10,690  11,821  5,800  569  327  151  240  29,598  
1989 11,019  893  11,912  12,420  5,248  763  487  215  254  31,298  
1990 10,335  515  10,851  11,199  4,865  1,343  413  126  202  28,999  
1991 9,053  517  9,571  10,168  4,304  1,609  462  96  217  26,427  
1992 8,541  749  9,290  9,960  4,185  1,861  226  100  255  25,877  
1993 7,699  490  8,189  7,455  4,973  1,722  223  507  369  23,438  
1994 7,352  297  7,649  6,909  4,806  1,862  135  671  357  22,386  
1995 7,087  182  7,268  6,115  5,413  1,866  123  530  629  21,944  
1996 6,917  119  7,036  5,669  5,422  2,135  146  664  265  21,336  
1997 5,638  118  5,756  5,386  6,137  1,983  183  662  301  20,407  
1998 4,254  465  4,719  3,329  4,720  1,870  118  186  248  15,190  
1999 3,962  837  4,799  3,449  6,061  1,609  108  206  318  16,551  
2000 3,774  1,009  4,783  3,070  5,605  1,843  110  231  308  15,949  
2001 3,275  919  4,194  2,111  5,292  1,649  130  238  300  13,914  
2002 2,803  1,119  3,922  2,008  4,746  1,468  135  122  262  12,663  
2003 2,679  1,151  3,830  1,768  5,105  1,481  155  121  179  12,639  
2004 2,689  1,026  3,715  1,626  5,884  1,124  114  58  163  12,683  
2005 2,440  1,011  3,451  1,415  4,689  922  106  12  59  10,654  
2006 2,309  985  3,293  1,354  4,966  839  52  10  68  10,582  
2007 2,152  820  2,972  1,059  4,039  813  15  11  64  8,973  

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
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Table 3: Housing starts and share of wooden houses (1,000 units) 
  starts wooden houses %    starts wooden houses %  

1965 842,596  77  1987 1,674,300  44  
1966 856,579  75  1988 1,684,644  41  
1967 991,158  77  1989 1,662,612  43  
1968 1,201,675  74  1990 1,707,109  43  
1969 1,346,612  71  1991 1,370,126  46  
1970 1,484,556  70  1992 1,402,590  48  
1971 1,463,760  66  1993 1,485,684  47  
1972 1,807,581  62  1994 1,570,252  46  
1973 1,905,112  59  1995 1,470,330  45  
1974 1,316,100  66  1996 1,643,266  46  
1975 1,356,286  67  1997 1,378,014  44  
1976 1,523,844  65  1998 1,198,295  46  
1977 1,508,260  63  1999 1,214,601  47  
1978 1,549,362  62  2000 1,229,843  45  
1979 1,493,023  61  2001 1,173,858  45  
1980 1,268,626  59  2002 1,151,016  44  
1981 1,151,699  57  2003 1,160,083  45  
1982 1,146,149  58  2004 1,189,049  46  
1983 1,136,797  52  2005 1,236,175  44  
1984 1,187,282  50  2006 1,290,391  43  
1985 1,236,072  48  2007 1,060,741  48  
1986 1,364,609  46  2008     

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation 
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Table 4: Imports of lumber by source (1,000 m3) 

  USA Canada South Sea Russia NZ  Chile Europe Others Total 
1985 1,398  2,168  1,157  153  155  102  - 43  3,778  
1986 1,831  2,094  1,114  170  117  168  - 29  3,692  
1987 2,403  2,787  1,656  181  132  214  - 22  7,397  
1988 2,616  3,184  1,955  225  125  327  - 29  5,845  
1989 2,950  3,719  2,224  263  106  329  8  33  6,682  
1990 2,795  3,717  1,649  267  209  416  2  30  9,082  
1991 2,680  4,231  1,321  247  258  404  6  251  6,718  
1992 2,380  4,426  1,271  227  250  273  10  214  6,671  
1993 2,301  5,473  1,450  288  235  403  260  211  10,622  
1994 2,102  5,536  1,385  352  252  312  591  228  8,656  
1995 2,012  5,940  1,431  425  291  550  866  292  11,807  
1996 2,203  6,064  1,329  407  286  433  1,235  324  12,281  
1997 1,575  5,688  1,367  524  338  616  2,105  378  12,590  
1998 798  3,833  838  310  247  385  1,123  232  7,765  
1999 822  4,555  1,020  459  270  439  1,901  274  9,740  
2000 706  4,567  1,051  559  278  499  2,240  364  10,266  
2001 506  3,939  953  602  246  444  2,316  300  9,306  
2002 357  3,533  887  694  221  393  2,513  306  8,904  
2003 318  3,501  831  828  200  456  2,760  310  9,203  
2004 254  3,727  617  1,005  181  458  3,016  220  9,478  
2005 165  3,144  564  1,082  174  428  2,934  231  8,721  
2006 149  3,279  523  1,058  179  376  3,085  211  8,859  
2007 183  2,527  451  1,020  169  411  2,691  198  7,649  

Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
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Table 5: Imports of hardwood plywood (1,000 m3) 

  Total China Malaysia Indonesia Taiwan Others 
1997        4,664.6                8.0         1,504.3        3,092.2             15.7             44.4  

1998        3,453.4                5.1         1,178.0        2,231.5               4.1             34.7  

1999        4,184.2              12.6         1,521.7        2,612.4               2.2             35.3  

2000        4,307.2              16.1         1,646.2        2,615.0               4.3             25.6  

2001        4,293.5              83.1         1,686.6        2,491.0             14.5             18.3  

2002        4,465.7            213.8         1,649.5        2,559.1             26.9             16.4  

2003        4,063.1            184.9         1,733.6        2,097.3             34.3             13.0  

2004        4,349.3            190.0         1,868.4        2,243.9             34.7             12.3  

2005        4,003.8            216.5         2,045.3        1,711.9             17.3             12.8  

2006        4,206.6            312.6         2,431.0        1,406.2             24.3             32.5  

2007        3,307.6            264.1         1,897.0        1,101.3             15.7             29.5  
Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
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Table 6: Sawmills’ log intake volume by source (1,000 m3) 

Domestic Imported 
  

Total 
Sub-total Softwood Hardwood Sub-total South Sea N. America Russia NZ Others 

1970 58,052 27,362  22,230  5,132  30,690  6,947  13,508  6,570  - 3,665  
1971 57,828 26,325  21,320  5,005  31,503  7,384  13,513  6,603  1,711  2,292  
1972 61,156 26,433  21,789  4,644  34,723  8,367  14,813  7,133  2,084  2,326  
1973 63,703 26,102  21,419  4,683  37,601  9,147  15,489  7,701  1,958  3,306  
1974 56,447 22,388  18,433  3,955  34,059  8,440  14,110  7,216  1,367  2,926  
1975 52,377 20,961  17,610  3,351  31,416  7,438  13,634  6,870  875  2,599  
1976 55,047 21,378  17,930  3,448  33,669  7,635  15,051  7,562  1,020  2,401  
1977 53,871 20,526  17,170  3,356  33,345  7,264  15,196  7,241  1,100  2,544  
1978 54,976 20,482  17,200  3,282  34,494  7,469  15,497  7,836  1,132  2,560  
1979 56,012 21,461  18,147  3,314  34,551  6,813  16,824  7,072  1,371  2,471  
1980 52,074 20,953  17,762  3,191  31,121  5,547  15,870  5,937  1,368  2,399  
1981 45,945 19,527  16,762  2,765  26,418  4,621  13,438  5,408  1,072  1,879  
1982 44,070 19,953  17,315  2,638  24,117  3,798  12,337  5,366  877  1,739  
1983 42,526 19,392  16,791  2,601  23,134  4,278  12,256  5,130  860  610  
1984 41,218 18,946  16,357  2,589  22,272  4,013  12,203  4,906  819  331  
1985 40,792 18,814  16,391  2,423  21,978  3,763  12,646  4,461  783  325  
1986 41,238 18,397  16,172  2,225  22,841  3,352  13,845  4,629  733  282  
1987 43,354 18,774  16,646  2,128  24,580  3,103  15,437  4,956  800  284  
1988 43,891 18,811  16,778  2,033  25,080  2,883  16,379  4,672  859  287  
1989 44,490 18,553  16,645  1,908  25,937  2,773  17,564  4,273  1,029  298  
1990 43,526 18,023  16,297  1,726  25,503  2,726  17,285  3,906  1,317  269  
1991 41,515 17,332  15,794  1,538  24,183  2,390  16,522  3,538  1,451  282  
1992 40,390 17,240  15,857  1,383  23,150  2,142  15,918  3,384  1,464  242  
1993 39,064 17,293  16,075  1,218  21,771  1,656  14,704  3,816  1,371  224  
1994 38,691 17,440  16,390  1,050  21,251  1,406  14,325  3,896  1,316  308  
1995 36,670 16,252  15,357  895  20,418  1,252  13,380  4,000  1,366  420  
1996 35,545 16,154  15,335  819  19,391  1,004  12,799  3,845  1,307  436  
1997 33,164 15,436  14,732  704  17,728  857  11,074  3,991  1,409  397  
1998 28,070 13,400  12,798  602  14,670  642  9,079  3,362  1,223  364  
1999 27,449 13,246  12,751  495  14,203  522  8,458  3,731  1,148  344  
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2000 26,526 12,798  12,340  458  13,728  472  8,052  3,593  1,250  361  
2001 23,879 11,766  11,402  364  12,113  412  6,991  3,308  1,069  333  
2002 22,321 11,142  10,818  324  11,179  333  6,362  3,010  1,048  426  
2003 21,857 11,214  10,933  281  10,643  314  6,087  2,927  997  318  
2004 21,705 11,469  11,229  240  10,236  286  5,898  2,810  943  299  
2005 20,540 11,571  11,352  219  8,969  265  5,273  2,263  835  333  
2006 20,342 11,645  11,316  329  8,697  200  5,244  2,115  870  268  
2007 19,448 11,981  11,782  199  7,467  162  4,562  1,715  809  219  

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries, "Annual Report on Wood Supply and Demand" 
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Table 7: Number of sawmills that processed South Sea logs 

1965                         5,422  1980                       6,767  1995                      1,855  

1966                         5,848  1981                       6,093  1996                      1,652  

1967                         6,633  1982                       5,438  1997                      1,452  

1968 7,513 1983                       5,236  1998                      1,291  

1969                         7,825  1984                       4,804  1999                      1,150  

1970                         7,858  1985                       3,475  2000                      1,031  

1971 8,080 1986                       3,968  2001                         959  

1972                         8,592  1987                       3,690  2002                         768  

1973                         9,058  1988                       3,415  2003 706 

1974                         9,058  1989                       3,159  2004 649 

1975 8,853 1990                       2,989  2005 509 

1976                         8,718  1991 2,690 2006 433 

1977                         8,289  1992                       2,499  2007   

1978 8,048 1993                       2,333    

1979                         7,472  1994                       2,110    
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
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Table 8: Construction of wooden houses by type (number of units) 
  Post and Beam Prefabricated Platform and Frame (2x4) Total 

1990 642,102  34,570  51,093  727,765  
1991 545,366  33,200  45,437  624,003  
1992 580,799  37,398  52,933  671,130  
1993 603,666  37,531  56,299  697,496  
1994 619,103  38,291  64,037  721,431  
1995 554,690  37,445  73,989  666,124  
1996 619,028  41,575  93,693  754,296  
1997 497,843  34,015  79,458  611,316  
1998 447,287  29,923  67,923  545,133  
1999 458,146  31,534  75,864  565,544  
2000 446,359  30,341  79,114  555,814  
2001 418,402  27,186  77,235  522,823  
2002 401,029  23,744  78,988  503,761  
2003 418,426  23,264  81,502  523,192  
2004 427,746  22,304  90,706  540,756  
2005 426,299  20,725  95,824  542,848  
2006 432,731  21,080  105,390  559,201  
2007 388,435  17,566  98,555  504,556  

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation 
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Table 9: Production, exports and imports of plywood and number of mills 

  Production Exports Imports Consumption Number of mills 
1930                             30                            11                                  19   

1931                             36                            16                                  20                  

1932                             55                            24                                  31                  

1933                             79                            39                                  41                  

1934                          117                            54                                  63                  

1935                          155                            62                                  92                  

1936                          226                            75                               151                  

1937                          295                            81                               214                  

1938                          206                            54                               152   

1939                          281                            92                               189                  

1940                          305                            86                               219                  

1941                          268                            53                               215                  

1942                             96                               7                                  90   

1943                             84                               3                                  81                  

1944                             82                               1                                  81   

1945                             35                               0                                  35                  

1946                             66                             -                                    66                  

1947                             99                             -                                    99   

1948                          111                               4                               107                  

1949                          149                            13                               136                  

1950                          162                            27                               135                             200  

1951                          227                            87                               140                             187  

1952                          292                            44                               248                             173  

1953                          383                            89                               294                             170  

1954                          531                          195                               335                             168  

1955                          689                          254                               434                             171  

1956                          815                          263                               552                             186  

1957                          978                          344                               633                             223  

1958                       1,067                          355                               712                             218  

1959                       1,293                          442                               851                             218  
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1960                       1,428                          403                            1,025                             216  

1961                       1,598                          377                            1,221                             242  

1962                       1,833                          420                            1,413                             236  

1963                       2,073                          346                            1,727                             235  

1964                       2,453                          369                                0                          2,084                             228  

1965                       2,627                          378                                0                          2,250                             231  

1966                       3,101                          359                                2                          2,745                             238  

1967                       3,778                          282                             21                          3,517                             262  

1968                       4,743                          430                                8                          4,321                             275  

1969                       5,775                          459                             31                          5,347                             278  

1970                       6,922                          402                           318                          6,838                             284  

1971                       7,197                          433                             77                          6,841                             272  

1972                       7,748                          366                           184                          7,566                             254  

1973                       8,597                          220                       1,760                       10,137                             257  

1974                       7,443                          166                           948                          8,225                             265  

1975                       6,169                          151                           256                          6,274                             252  

1976                       7,134                          179                           147                          7,103                             244  

1977                       7,477                          199                             68                          7,345                             224  

1978                       8,041                          151                             66                          7,956                             217  

1979                       8,532                          119                             72                          8,485                             212  

1980                       8,008                            82                             95                          8,021                             199  

1981                       7,098                            85                             36                          7,049                             184  

1982                       6,738                            74                             39                          6,703                             172  

1983                       7,291                            79                             51                          7,263                             165  

1984                       7,078                            67                           127                          7,138                             165  

1985                       6,692                            62                           286                          6,916                             155  

1986                       6,823                            46                           572                          7,350                             148  

1987                       7,342                            25                       1,481                          8,798                             147  

1988                       7,292                            19                       1,906                          9,179                             141  

1989                       6,707                            17                       3,098                          9,788                             139  

1990                       6,738                            16                       2,868                          9,590                             134  

1991                       6,589                            15                       3,029                          9,603                             133  
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1992                       5,953                            13                       2,985                          8,925                             122  

1993                       5,260                               6                       4,087                          9,341                             111  

1994                       4,864                               6                       4,046                          8,904                             109  

1995                       4,420                               9                       4,394                          8,806                             100  

1996                       4,626                            20                       5,314                          9,920                             101  

1997                       4,257                               9                       5,327                          9,574                               96  

1998                       3,267                               6                       3,873                          7,133                               82  

1999                       3,261                               8                       4,802                          8,056                               80  

2000                       3,218                               4                       4,927                          8,140                               75  

2001                       2,771                               4                       4,914                          7,682                               66  

2002                       2,736                            10                       4,988                          7,714                               61  

2003                       3,024                            12                       4,575                          7,587                               57  

2004                       3,149                               7                       4,941                          8,083                               56  

2005                       3,212                               8                       4,570                          7,774                               56  

2006                       3,314                               5                       4,881                          8,191                               56  

2007                       3,073                               6                       4,008                          7,075                               53  
Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics”,  Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries,  
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Table 10: Imports of South Sea logs by country (1,000 m3) 
 Total Philippines Indonesia Malaysia PNG others 

1950                         85                           -                        6   n.a.   n.a.  

1951                       335                           -                        7   n.a.   n.a.  

1952                       413                           -                      11   n.a.   n.a.  

1953                       965                             4                    32   n.a.   n.a.  

1954                       961                             4                    99   n.a.   n.a.  

1955                    1,420                           14                  123   n.a.   n.a.  

1956                    1,813                           16                  210   n.a.   n.a.  

1957                    1,577                             8                  295   n.a.   n.a.  

1958                    2,169                             5                  458   n.a.   n.a.  

1959                    2,674                             4                  838   n.a.   n.a.  

1960                    2,875                           14                  948   n.a.   n.a.  

1961                    2,954                           14               1,545   n.a.   n.a.  

1962                    3,571                           11               1,645   n.a.   n.a.  

1963                    4,478                           19               2,098   n.a.   n.a.  

1964                    4,094                           50               2,190   n.a.   n.a.  

1965                    5,504                           85               2,802   n.a.   n.a.  

1966                    6,680                         175               4,096   n.a.   n.a.  

1967                    7,031                         385               4,526   n.a.   n.a.  

1968                    7,062                         771               4,698   n.a.   n.a.  

1969                    7,855                      2,269               4,958   n.a.   n.a.  

1970                    7,542                      6,090               6,020   n.a.   n.a.  

1971                    5,701                      8,181               5,750   n.a.   n.a.  

1972                    5,135                      8,977               6,874   n.a.   n.a.  

1973 25,781                   5,899                    11,243               8,639   n.a.   n.a.  

1974 23,316                   3,886                    11,450               7,980   n.a.   n.a.  

1975              17,507                    3,071                      7,422               6,567  93 354 

1976              22,205                    1,902                      9,678             10,108  326 191 

1977              21,391                    1,664                      9,612               9,552  342 221 

1978              22,061                    1,805                      9,212             10,518  315 211 

1979              22,650                    1,401                      9,976             10,718  348 207 

1980              19,089                    1,166                      8,904               8,373  419 227 
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1981              15,107                    1,467                      4,506               8,370  455 309 

1982              15,261                    1,446                      2,715             10,261  553 286 

1983              14,215                       706                      2,217             10,468  514 310 

1984              13,102                    1,012                      1,466               9,764  571 289 

1985 13,245                       559                         202             11,402  734 348 

1986 12,143                       284                           -               10,788  775 296 

1987 13,516                         42                           -               12,332  949 193 

1988 11,821                         43                             6             10,825  768 179 

1989 12,420                         55                           -               11,254  857 253 

1990 11,199                         24                           -               10,311  608 256 

1991 10,168                           2                             6               9,177  753 230 

1992 9,960  included in others               8,561            1,068               321 

1993 7,455                 5,455  1,662 337 

1994 6,771                 4,511  1,916 344 

1995 6,001                 4,045  1,568 388 

1996 5,588                 3,460  1,742 386 

1997 5,321                 3,974  1,945 401 

1998 3,219                 2,224  861 206 

1999 3,411                 2,250  943 219 

2000 3,032                 2,182  719 131 

2001 2,082                 1,440  401 242 

2002 1,994                 1,527  402 64 

2003 1,754                 1,318  397 39 

2004 1,617                 1,240  318 59 

2005 1,409                 1,104  227 78 

2006 1,349                 1,056  182 110 

2007 1,054                    780  160 114 
Source: Japan Plywood Manufacturers’ Association 
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Table 11: Plywood mill’ log intake by source (1,000 m3) 

Domestic wood Imported wood 

  softwood hardwood sub-total South Sea 
North 

American Russian NZ others sub-total 
Total 

1965                -               618              618  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.          4,567          5,185 

1966                -               717              717  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.          5,535          6,252 

1967                -               692              692  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.          6,728          7,420 

1968                -               751              751  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.          8,119          8,870 

1969                -               795              795  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.          9,727        10,522 

1970                -               778              778  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        11,733        12,511 

1971                -               855              855  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        12,307        13,162 

1972                -               890              890  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        13,039        13,929 

1973                -               810              810  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        14,741        15,551 

1974                -               796              796  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        12,803        13,599 

1975                -               620              620  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        10,218        10,838 

1976                -               659              659  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        12,073        12,732 

1977                -               658              658  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        11,941        12,599 

1978                -               597              597  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.        12,850        13,447 

1979                -               603              603        12,845                -                  -                  -               295        13,140        13,743 

1980                -               514              514        11,675                -                  -                  -               452        12,127        12,641 

1981                -              451              451        10,121                -                  -                  -               392        10,513        10,964 

1982                 4             439              443          9,210               12               27               626          9,875        10,318 

1983                 9             433              442        10,038                 3               93                 63        10,197        10,639 

1984                 3             454              457          9,616               67             155                 1               21          9,860        10,317 

1985                 5             428              433          9,914               49             187                -                 21        10,171        10,604 

1986                 8             396              404          9,345               21             195                 1               16          9,578          9,982 

1987                 1             394              395        10,469               26             215                 6               15        10,731        11,126 

1988                -               382              382          9,780               31             267                -                 12        10,090        10,472 

1989                 5             376              381          9,683             149             167                 2                 9        10,010        10,391 

1990               17             337              354          9,129               63             181             103                 9          9,485          9,839 

1991                 2             310              312          8,504               89             152             125               18          8,888          9,200 

1992                 8             269              277          8,203               70             123             211               17          8,624          8,901 
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1993               24             250              274          6,880             180             201             315               41          7,617          7,891 

1994               48             205              253          6,196             111             633             277             131          7,348          7,601 

1995               44             184              228          5,502             102             928             388             163          7,093          7,321 

1996               44             184              228          5,428               63          1,142             405               45          7,083          7,311 

1997               54             147              201          4,648               91          1,183             463             244          6,629          6,830 

1998               42             114              156          3,056             285          1,119             382               66          4,908          5,064 

1999               50             106              156          3,084               31          1,624             497             132          5,368          5,524 

2000               60               78              138          2,597               29          1,893             603             141          5,263          5,401 

2001               98               84              182          1,902               29          1,755             639             124          4,469          4,651 

2002             224               55              279          1,811               21          1,895             576             142          4,445          4,724 

2003             307               53              360          1,489               20          2,346             579             119          4,553          4,913 

2004             514               32              546          1,321               15          2,953             453             101          4,843          5,389 

2005             833               30              863          1,108               47          2,506             124               22          3,773          4,636 

2006          1,126               18           1,144          1,018               26          2,897               83               15          4,039          5,183 

2007          1,619               13           1,632             846               48          2,655               35               11          3,595          5,227 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
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Table 12: Production of softwood plywood  

  total softwood plywood hardwood plywood  softwood share(%) 
1995 4,420 1,041 3,379 23.6 

1996 4,626 1,489 3,137 32.2 

1997 4,257 1,470 2,787 34.5 

1998 3,267 1,206 2,061 36.9 

1999 3,261 1,355 1,906 41.6 

2000 3,218 1,240 1,978 38.5 

2001 2,771 1,200 1,571 43.3 

2002 2,735 1,339 1,396 49.0 

2003 3,024 1,873 1,151 61.9 

2004 3,149 2,150 999 68.3 

2005 3,212 2,249 963 70.0 

2006 3,314 2,484 830 75.0 

2007 3,073 2,424 649 78.9 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
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Table 13: Production of single-layer flooring by species (1,000 m2) 

  1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
beech 533 342 244 277 191 124 131 145 88 94 132 70 

oak 733 626 683 675 605 549 510 567 352 522 467 382 

birch 492 403 406 372 352 355 329 361 397 315 309 225 

others 207 170 160 184 183 133 198 688 662 705 543 637 

Domestic 
species 

sub-total 1,965 1,541 1,493 1,508 1,331 1,161 1,168 1,761 1,499 1,636 1,451 1,314 

Imported species 47 37 40 44 41 48 41 56 88 80 78 47 

Total 2,012 1,578 1,533 1,522 1,372 1,209 1,209 1,817 1,587 1,716 1,529 1,361 
Share of imported species 
(%) 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.0 4.0 3.4 3.1 5.5 4.7 5.1 3.5 

Source: Japan Flooring Manufactures’ Association 
 
Table 14: Production of flooring (1,000 m2) 

  1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Single-layer 1,658 1,614 1,574 1,395 1,332 1,201 1,817 1,587 1,716 1,529 1,361 

Multi-layer 79,243 67,605 67,563 71,271 66,806 60,326 60,623 60,623 65,438 66,245 61,296 

Total 80,901 69,219 69,137 72,666 68,138 61,527 62,440 62,210 67,154 67,774 62,657 

Source: Japan Flooring Manufactures’ Association 
 
Table 15: Imports of plywood for flooring (1,000 m2) 

  2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

China* 4 8 82 151 343 459 357 

Indonesia 2,302 1,647 1,367 1,429 1,567 286 63 

Malaysia 1 1 22 252 670 596 257 

Taiwan 1,138 2,070 3,142 2,856 1,410 2,005 1,297 

Others 30 43 26 17 73 130 100 

Total 3,475 3,769 4,639 4,705 4,063 3,476 2,074 
Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
Note 1: * Includes Hong Kong 
Note 2: Plywood which is assumed to be used as flooring includes HS 4412.13-111, HS 4412.13-211, and HS 4412.14-011. 
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Table 16: Value of imports of wooden furniture (1,000,000 yen) 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
China* 61,744 69,940 75,660 91,734 102,230 111,081 

Indonesia 15,878 14,497 13,057 12,996 13,684 14,182 

Malaysia 17,925 15,170 14,745 14,472 15,060 13,811 

Taiwan 11,475 8,722 7,848 7,230 6,235 5,578 

Thailand 32,710 28,930 27,864 27,571 27,997 26,451 

Vietnam 13,594 14,523 16,293 19,693 22,987 25,832 

others 5,472 6,639 5,486 5,937 4,589 4,432 

Asia 

Total 158,778 158,421 160,953 179,633 192,782 201,367 

Other regions 31,294 30,379 29,847 27,058 28,556 26,516 

World Total 190,072 188,800 190,800 206,691 221,338 227,883 

Share of Asia (%) 84 84 84 87 87 88 

Domestic shipments value 992,250 999,744 962,444 942,902 924,326  
Source: Ministry of Finance, “Trade Statistics” 
Note : * Includes Hong Kong 




